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Michael Getty

The Mollusk Diaries
		
I moved out with the tide
and soon you were no larger than the grain of grit
you planted in my soft mouth
			assuming
				I have always imagined
			
in the way of hinged creatures
		
I would have no choice but to hold it for you
Well the joke’s on you
Instead I became
		
an ocean-talker of renown
spinning language into currents
in need of something or other
		
knowing, as only filter feeders can
			
the depth of overused words
like journey and will
and they issued from my frilly lips
my clenched innards
and it’s hard to say when I stopped believing them
or if I ever did
		
or how long I lay on the ocean floor
			
waiting to be suspected of gifts
rare enough to be knifed open
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Troy Taylor

Evolution of Rules for Disaffection
Wash hands twice after contacting anything that is
not a disinfected surface or recently washed hand.
These steps are not to protect you from outside disease,
they protect the populace from your diseases.
Stop being selfish.
To reduce the spread of sickness, hands should not touch other parts of
the body.
After each wash, disinfect sink handles, drains, and soap dispensers
contacting contaminated hands. After disinfection, wash hands due to
contact with contaminated handles, drains, and dispensers. Repeat this
process continuously.
Disposable plastic is the only reliable substance that does not harbor
disease. Upon its second use, however, disposable plastic should be
considered rife with disease.
To avoid the spread of disease, do not touch anything alive or anything
that has ever lived.
The cumulative exposure to disinfectant chemicals from regular
handwashing will eventually cause cancer. It has been determined
cancer, a well-known condition, is in all cases preferable to the many
newer, unknown diseases spread through contact. Choose a familiar,
predictable fate.
To complete the process, rinsed hands must be immediately dried using
disposable paper towels. We assume hands wet past several seconds
breed germs. Using more towels will increase the level of protection.
Handrails should not be touched with bare hands. We are told the risk of
germ spread is greater than the risk of falling down stairs. One should
only place hands on hand rails in extreme emergencies or if sanitizer is
immediately present.
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A couple boarded the train one morning. Young, beautiful, and
dangerous they clung to each other. He leaned into her shoulders and
slept. She stroked his cheek (small scar across the center) with bare
hands. Fingertips to face, face to fingertips. Eyelids. Earlobes. Cuticles.
Fearless young woman, trusting young man. Nothing unshared. I have
thought of them for weeks now.
It is no longer advisable to rub hands together during disinfection to
avoid cross contamination. It is best to forget touch all together. Practice
massaging the hand with its own fingers. The sound is almost the same
as two hands rubbing together.

9

Vytautas Malesh

Say August

“How many pairs of eyeglasses do you think there are in the world?” Joan
is asking me. It’s a warm night after a hot day in August, and we are at our spot—
the top of a small cliff face overlooking a stretch of the Birch River. The gravel pits
are behind us, the river and dark forest in front, the moon is full and clear overhead.
School starts back up next month, but tonight I’m staring at the moon, not the
moon, the reflection of the moon in the water, and we are both a little high, and she
is asking me about eyeglasses.
“Right now?” I ask.
“Just now,” she says.
“I don’t know,” I say, and I am playing my lips and cheeks inside my
mouth against and between my teeth and feeling how everything is slowed so way
down, the way everything sort of lingers.
“Guess,” she says.
“Seven billion people on earth, half of them can’t see, half of them can’t
afford glasses. Two billion,” I guess.
She has been sitting cross-legged here in the gravel with me, but now she
pulls her knees up into an armrest for herself. There is a pack of Basics between us
and she takes one, lights it, coughs lightly. I play with stones right on the edge of
the cliff—I am balancing them one on top of the other. I saw a guy on the internet
who stacks huge rocks at weird angles five or six high. He makes little statues
out of them, really. I’ve got three chunks of limestone built up, and I’m carefully
balancing a fourth.
“Two billion pairs of eyeglasses. Think about that,” she says.
I am thinking about it.
“You’re not thinking about it, though,” she says, “you’re thinking about
the number two, and then you’re thinking about the word billion, but you’re not
actually thinking about two billion pairs of eyeglasses.”
“Why does it have to be eyeglasses?”
“It doesn’t, it could be anything, but we have a number for eyeglasses like
we don’t have for lighters or packs of cigarettes or cars,” she says.
My little tower of rocks falls over. I build up the first three and hold the
fourth above them, like a crane.
“Jesus . . . how many packs of cigarettes do you think there are?”
“Just now, or since the beginning of time?” she asks.
“Just now,” I say.
“Seven billion people, half of them smoke, half of them can’t afford cigarettes—”
“Shut up,” I say, laughing slowly, light puffy laughter shaking my
10
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shoulders like Mom trying to wake me up before school and pushing me, softly,
into the bed—wake up, sleepy head!
“It’s just—think about how big everything is. Or how much there is, you
know?” she says.
“I know,” I say.
We’re quiet. She finishes her cigarette. I light the bowl, pass it, she
smokes, passes it back. We do this a few more times.
“I hate this town,” she says.
We’ve said it before. That’s why we’re out here on the outskirts, past
the gravel pits. During the day, this place is dusty and dry. In its own way, during
the daytime, it’s no better to us than the town it belongs to, which isn’t dusty, no,
but it is poor and broken and small. It’s a scar in the forest where nothing grows
(the gravel pits, that is) but Queen Anne’s lace, and foxtails, but at night it doesn’t
matter that there’s no color, because there is no color for there to be. Everything is
blue and silver, and we are alone together here, like we are.
“I don’t,” I say.
“Yes, you do,” she says.
The fourth stone is in place. I’m not going to try for a fifth. Four is enough,
I decide.
I shrug and say, “I don’t not hate it, but—I don’t like it or whatever. It’s
fine. It’s a town, what do you want?”
She’s more energetic than I am tonight, and I wonder where it’s coming
from, and where it’s going. For a moment I wonder where she is going, and if she’s
going to leave this town, going to leave me, going to leave this spot.
“I don’t know—something,” she says.
“This is something,” I say.
“Shut up—I don’t mean you. I mean this place. Not this place,” she says,
pointing to the ground and to the river. “That place.” She jerks her thumb back
towards town.
“Well, next year you can leave,” I say.
“Don’t be like that,” she says.
“I’m not being like anything.”
“What do you want me to do?” she asks, her voice slightly too loud. She
holds that last ooo-sound and throws her head back but keeps her arms on her
knees. When I don’t answer, we just let the quiet come back to us long enough to
notice the thousand sounds of night—crickets, cicadas, owls, deer in the brush, the river
flowing, not so much a sound as a sense of a sound, a place where sound should be.
There’s nothing in town for anyone so smart and beautiful and energetic,
and if I’m being honest, for anyone like me, who is not all of those things the way
that Joan is, but I am enough of them to be different. And so I don’t know if I am
enough to stay here for, and I don’t know what would happen if I went with her.
This is a small town, and talk matters.
Whispers are currency, traded in diners and checkout lines. What you are
and who you know and where you’re from defines you, and it is a dangerous thing
to step out of line. Rumors and gossip—a crushing system of barter.
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There’s a car, faintly audible. The tiniest glimmer of light on the other side
of the river. Schaeffer Road is well beyond the trees opposite our hill, about half a
mile away. We listen to the car grumble and its tires whisper on the pavement until
a fish jumps and splashes back down in the river.
“You’ll probably wind up at Walmart,” she says.
“Shut up,” I say.
“It’s true, though—you’ll probably wind up managing the deli or something—”
“I’m a vegan, duh.”
“—or whatever, and you’ll probably settle down and have kids and get
lung cancer—”
“Shut up,” I say.
“—or you’ll get fired and live in the trailer park and go on welfare and just
get drunk at The Deer Blind all day—”
“It’s not funny,” I say.
Five stones isn’t too many, I decide. I am looking for a fifth, something
tiny that will balance on top of number four.
“I’m just joking,” she says.
“I know, just, it’s not funny,” I say.
She puts her knees down so that she is sitting cross-legged again, and she
leans toward me and says, “You’re thinking about it.”
And I am thinking about it.
Because next year we graduate, and I don’t have the grades for anything
except Four Pines Community, and I don’t have a job, and my parents don’t have
any contacts, so maybe, yes, maybe I’m going to wind up at Walmart, and maybe
that’s the best I can hope for, and maybe if she doesn’t take me with her, I will wind
up at The Deer Blind.
But that’s not something I’m going to put on her, so I say, “Shut up,” and
I take a small hit from the bowl just to give my mouth something to do, and I take
a small sip of rye from my flask, and I light a cigarette, and all the while she’s
watching me.
I find stone number five, a round little pebble about the size of a nickel,
and I place it on top of number four. It stays, but this accomplishment does not
please me at all.
“I’m sorry,” she says.
“Don’t do that,” I say.
I feel dark inside, and the light of the moon isn’t pale and silver-blue
anymore—it’s chiaroscuro black and white. It’s glaring and judgmental, and I want
the moon to look away. I would give anything for clouds, anything for rain, but
instead she is stroking the side of my head and watching me smoke, and I am on
some sort of verge—of crying or screaming or falling asleep—when I hear the voices.
Nobody comes here. Ever. This is our spot. In middle school and freshmen
year, we biked here. Sophomore year she got her Datsun, and we drove. Junior year
her Datsun broke down, and we took my Festiva. In all that time, we have never
encountered a living soul on two legs.
But there they are, breaking the tree line—two people. One tells the other
12
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to watch out for a branch; the other one says they’ve got it, they’re fine. They
giggle. I know their voices.
“Oh. My. God! It’s Danny and Miranda!” Joan whispers.
Danny Smithmeyer and Miranda Donner. They go to our school. We don’t
know them. Joan knows Miranda some, but they’re not close. They were on softball
together freshman year. Danny Smithmeyer hasn’t had anything to do with us, or
we with him, since middle school.
I have the worst cotton mouth. I swallow, but the back of my throat is
gummy. I’m going to cough. I’m going to gasp. I’m going to scream. Joan digs her
fingernails into my arm, and her eyes tell me not to make a sound. I obey.
They’re at the water’s edge drinking something—I can hear the liquid
tinkle of a pint bottle of Fireball. I can’t see that it’s Fireball, but either Danny stole
a pint from his dad or they bought it at the Stop-N-Shop from Jason Bonstedder,
who sells to underage kids, but only Fireball since nobody else in town drinks it.
I want to say something like we should go or this isn’t right, but I don’t
because I don’t want to lie, and I don’t really feel like we should go, or that it isn’t
right what we’re doing. We’re going to watch, and we’re going to watch everything.
This is indecent, I know that, but it doesn’t feel indecent. It feels exactly right.
Joan agrees, wordlessly—her head is pushing at the restraint of her own
neck, trying to get a better look. Danny and Miranda are the size of Barbie dolls
from here, on the other side of the river.
“We need to get down,” I barely whisper out the corner of my mouth.
“Shush!” she hisses.
“I am shushing, but they will see us.”
By inches we shift, pivoting on our butts, gingerly bracing our bodies on
our fingers, holding our breath, until we are on our bellies and peeking over the
edge of this little gravel cliff. That fifth piece of limestone, the tiny topper to my
little tower, rolls off its perch and tumbles down the steep gravel—one little stone!
—it cracks like thunder every time it hits another stone on its way down. We freeze.
I hold my breath. She holds her breath. I can hear sand grinding against sand on its
way down, and there’s a tiny avalanche of grit following in the stone’s wake.
But when the stone comes to a stop, Miranda and Danny don’t notice—
they are down to their underwear and tiptoeing into the river.
“It’s cold,” Miranda says.
I know for a fact it is not cold—it is the middle of August and the river is
slow, but Danny, on cue, wraps his arms around her.
“Do they know we can hear them?” Joan asks.
“What are you, high? They don’t know we’re here.”
“Shut up.”
“You shut up.”
We both shut up. Danny and Miranda are quiet, tongues deep in each
other’s mouths, hands grasping and wandering. It’s exciting, but it’s not sexy, not
for me, anyway. I don’t know about Joan—I’m afraid to take my eyes away.
“If you do wind up at Walmart, you’ll probably wind up working with
Danny,” Joan says.
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“I’d die first,” I say. Danny’s father, Eric Smithmeyer, is the general
manager. Danny has never needed a job, but his father will give him one when he
graduates. If Danny goes to college, it will be overpaid part-time summer work. If
he doesn’t, he’ll be a shift manager.
Miranda shrieks from the water.
“There’s a fish in here,” she says.
Danny squeezes her and puts his face in her neck. I don’t hear what Danny
says to her, some joke or another—I’m sure it’s vulgar and stupid—but she laughs
and says, “Come on,” and they get out of the water.
“They are seriously about to do it right in front of us,” Joan says.
This is happening. I’m trapped in my own body, and I am powerless to
stop it, not that I entirely want to, but if I wanted to, I couldn’t.
No, that’s not right. That’s a lie. It’s not that I am powerless to stop it, but
rather, I have the power to let it happen. I am doing this by doing nothing. I am not
a voyeur. I am making this moment. For me, for Joan, even for Danny and Miranda.
Abstaining from exercising the power to destroy is itself creation. Refusing to stop
is still going.
She goes down on him; he doesn’t go down on her.
Joan is watching with feverish intensity, all her cool totally blown. She’s
so calm and affected most of the time. She’s pushing some sort of limit for herself.
It’s as beautiful as it is wicked, and it certainly is that. For my part, I feel sick, but
I’m in too deep. I’ve been drunk before. I’ve been stoned off my ass before. This is
like that, bodily, but mentally I am lucidity personified. If anything, I’m sober now.
Danny is behind Miranda. I can’t quite make out her face, but what I can
see from her body posture I would describe as grudgingly tolerant. She’s mostly
quiet, and it’s hard to guess whether or not she’s enjoying it. He is, though—I
can hear him panting and grunting. Danny is an athlete. I can see and hear that he
approaches sex with exactly the same vigor and rhythm as he does a 1600-meter
run. He’s sucking in breath and exhaling with every thrust, like he’s doing CPR.
“I want to time him,” Joan says.
“One Mississippi, two Mississippi,” I say.
We’re both counting in our heads when Danny finishes.
“One hundred twenty Mississippi,” Joan says.
“Close enough,” I say.
“Oh, shit,” Danny says.
I can’t make out exactly what they say next, but Miranda finally shouts,
“You didn’t mean to?” and the woods go quiet like an unplugged speaker—first the
loud pop of Miranda’s voice, and then nothing except the whispering wash of the
river.
Danny says something else.
“Oh sure, ask your dad for it,” Miranda shouts. She is picking up her
clothes and dressing. Danny reaches out—I don’t know what he thinks he’s doing.
Comforting? Consoling? Post-coital cuddling? Miranda, one leg through her
jeans, hops away.
“You’re driving me to Kalamazoo to Rite-Aid,” she says. She finishes
14
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putting her pants on.
Danny slumps, his shoulders are hunched forward. He is still naked,
holding his tighty-whiteys in his left hand. Miranda starts fastening her bra, and
Danny finally takes the hint, puts his underwear on, and then his shorts. Miranda,
in her bra, blouse in hand, takes off through the woods. Danny follows. The woods
finally start to hum and whisper again. A half mile away we hear Danny’s car start
and drive away.
The crickets are chirping.
The deer are weaving through the brush.
A fish jumps.
We exhale.
“I think we just watched Miranda Donnor become a statistic,” Joan says.
My face is slack and my breathing is ragged.
“They left something over there,” she says.
I pull myself together. We walk through the tall grass to where the ground
slopes down to the river, and we wobble and slip down to the river’s edge. We take
our phones and keys out of our pockets, take off our clothes, and fold them in neat
piles, then set the contents of our pockets on top of those piles.
We swim across the river without making a splash. We are as silent as the
water. We reach the other side.
Joan looks for footprints in the grass and sand until she is standing where
Miranda was.
“This is where it happened—I feel like a part of history.”
“Shut up,” I say, but she’s right. I had never thought of it as a place
before—our place was the one that mattered, but now there was this place too, and
this place had a name, even if the name wasn’t really something we could explain.
This place wanted a name.
“When we talk about this, just say ‘August,’” I say.
Joan nods, her face very serious—wide eyes, pursed lips—and then she
bends over and says, “Oh Danny—I’m almost enjoying this,” and I laugh and I
push her. She wobbles off balance and laughs too.
“What did they leave?” I ask.
She looks around to get her bearings, finds them, and picks some things up
from the ground.
“Danny’s shirt and half a pint of Fireball,” she says, handing them over to
me for inspection.
We look up to our spot.
“They never saw us,” she says.
“They never saw us,” I agree.
We drink the Fireball and stare at our spot. I feel us watching us.
“I’ll take the shirt, you take the bottle,” Joan says.
We swim back across the river and drip dry for a few minutes. We dress
and we head back up to our spot. We pack up our cigarettes, the bowl, and my flask.
“I’m not leaving,” she says, and I am glad. We walk back down to my
Festiva, and we drive back home.c
15

Jessica Mehta

Namesakes
My mother named me after her
father she hated. Like buying Papo’s notice
with a fat grandchild would make up
for anything. My mother
named me after famous cowboys
then went and married an NDN
herself. Meanwhile her own
mother said No
darker. My mom named me
the second most popular girls’
name in 1981 because firsts
were for good girls without
panic. My middle
name was the same as a boy
in sixth grade with greasy
nails and dirty hair so I
said it was short for Colette.
My mother was a surprise
fifteen years too late. In the hospital,
her father said, She ain’t much
to look at, is she? and asked
the nurse to name her. The little Mexican
girl chose Rita after her own
child and nobody not nowhere ever
could say a pearl was an ugly thing.
My mother named me
for a man she despised well
after his girth had gone
to skeleton and the coffin flies
went still—but still,
I thought a namesake
should mean something
good and holy like clean
slates, buried shames and starting overs.
16
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Amanda Moore

Aunt Annie’s Sand
I’ve never seen it, have no idea how much there is, how many
little bottles with peeling yellow labels: Las Vegas, New Jersey, Fla.,
but I know it’s up there behind the old door, a wall of empty boxes,
broken Christmas decorations and trash bags of old clothes,
behind coin collections and gold-starred schoolwork,
hand-lettered welcome signs Grandma made
each time we visited. I don’t know who Aunt Annie even is,
how many Greats before her name or which bronze face
is hers, pulled back into tight bun in old tintypes,
the spinster sister of someone else long dead, someone
who left nothing memorable behind. Not Annie.
I know about her sand the way I know about
Alaska or the green flash at sunset: a promise, a someday-you’ll-see-it:
someday we’ll park a giant green dumpster in the front lawn
and toss in the toaster boxes, the crates of wire hangers,
moth-nibbled linens, bags of unsent wedding invitations and cancelled checks.
Then I’ll get to see the bottles—I imagine they’re blue, brown, green, milky white,
fragile with the sepia tilt of old cursive: all the places this pilgrim
traveled, bringing back her precious evidence, her tiny vials
the only remnant of her life. It’s all tucked up there
where my grandmother stores every item
that passes through her hands. Where one link to my family
was always just dust.
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Richard King Perkins II

By Request
You’re on stage
naked
singing
Sweet Jane
unplugged,
shoulders leaking bad whiteness
into a vortex
of mysterious chords.
You finish with a subdued flourish
and only one person claps
but you’re not in the least bit
chagrined
because that’s
everyone.
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Tonya Eberhard

Clearing Tables
lemon bob, ice water
cool ice cream, hot brownie
warming plate
I could put myself back
together by the mouthful
smeared ketchup
sweet potato fries
tip the plate
tumble into the trash
what the customer did not finish
mouth piece, crescent
on a leftover avocado melt
just one bite
the food runner passes
his body a perfect V
balancing four rectangle plates
on steady arms
I starve to eat
spareribs under the heat lamps
red rises to my cheeks
I starve to breathe
at the end of the shift
I eat the ghost that
unravels my bones

19

Con Chapman

Lizard Boy
The carnival was in town for the State Fair, and the boy Brad had gone out
to the fairgrounds trying to find his first job, at the age of twelve.
Every place he’d asked he’d been turned down. He didn’t understand;
he’d see other boys and girls about his age wiping down the counters and helping
at little soda pop and hot dog stands—why wouldn’t anybody hire him? He didn’t
understand that those were family affairs; the mother and father were on the
premises working too; otherwise the children wouldn’t have been.
He tried picking up deposit bottles for a while, walking between the tents,
but there was always a black boy who’d beat him to it when he spotted one. After
a while he realized that all the kids working in the stands were white like him, but
he couldn’t get a job there, and all the kids scrounging for bottles were black, but
faster and tougher than him.
He made his way down to the midway from the last beer garden that he
tried and started to walk the circuit from the big entrance down to Club Ebony,
the black show at the end, beyond the tent with the loudspeaker that blared “Live
models, in the nude, definitely not for Junior,” around the bend to the Snake
Woman, who “walked and talked and wriggled on her belly like a reptile.”
He stopped to watch the workers putting up the Cage of Death for the
motorcycles, and a man came out of the Snake Woman tent and stood behind him.
“Your folks with the carnival?” the man asked after eyeing the boy.
“No, sir. We live here all year round.”
The man looked at the boy’s arms and neck. “What’s wrong with your skin
there?” he asked, pointing to dark purplish patches.
“I have Darier’s Disease.”
“Is it contagious?”
“No. It’s hereditary. I got it from my dad’s side of the family.”
The man looked at him like he was some kid’s 4-H animal being sold at auction.
“Do you think he’d mind you working in my tent?”
“Doing what?”
“In the show. I need somebody for the intro to the Snake Woman. Part of
the ballyhoo.”
“The what?”
“The build-up. You can’t charge people three dollars to see one thing and
tell them to go home. They’ve got to think they got their money’s worth.”
The boy thought silently about this for a moment. “What would I have to do?”
“You’d be Lizard Boy,” the man said. “You get to wear a mask like the
Creature from the Black Lagoon. Can you swim?”
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“Yes.”
“Well, you put on that mask and some flippers and a wet suit. You swim
around in a tank for a while while I talk you up. I say we captured you in the
Amazon River in a titanic death struggle.”
The boy smiled at the absurdity of the pitch, and the man got down on his
haunches as he continued.
“See, we create an air of mystery, then we bring you out of the tank. We
tell folks you’re the spawn of a beautiful botanist who disappeared on an expedition
and never came back. For a long time they thought she was dead, but now we know
better, because we took your blood sample—and it’s the same as hers!”
“Is anybody gonna believe that?”
“Sure they are—they’re all rubes. They pay a buck to see the two-peckered
billy goat in formaldehyde across the way. You’ll beat that any day!”
“But I’m not a lizard.”
“Don’t matter—I’ve worked this before. You got that skin there. It ain’t
icthyosis, but it’ll do. When you get out of the tank we wrap you in a cape and I talk
some more.”
“About what?”
“I say we’re taking up a collection for your education. We’re gonna get
you the finest schooling to be had in these here United States because your learnin’
has been neglected in the jungle. Then we pass the hat and we give people a little
card with a drawing of a creature who’s half-human, half-lizard.”
“Then would I be done?”
“Naw, we’re just getting to the climax. We tell people you greatly
appreciate their contributions. You nod and act like you’ve got something to say to
me. I lean over and you make like you’re whispering in my ear. Then I announce
that you’re about to shed your outer skin, like a salamander. You face the audience
and peel off the wet suit real slow, then you turn around, I whip off the cape, and
people see your disease.”
It sounded wonderfully exciting to the boy. He could imagine himself on
stage, striking poses for the audience. If he wore a mask, no one would know it was
him, so he could go back to school in the fall without embarrassment. It might even
enhance his reputation at school; where before he’d been ashamed to undress for
gym class, now he’d be an entertainer, and a professional one at that.
“How much is the pay?” the boy asked.
The man cocked his head to one side and narrowed his eyelids, as if
making a complicated mathematical computation in his head. “Let’s see, the fair runs
ten days, probably five shows a day. I could give you . . . $125 plus half of the collection.”
The boy was astounded. He’d never heard of anyone making that kind of
money at the fair. “I’ll take it!”
“That’s great, you’ll be real good, I can tell. Now, how old are you?”
“I’m twelve.”
“Okay, well, in that case I’m gonna need one of your parents to sign something.”
The man went back into his tent and came back with a form that said
“Parent Consent for Minor” across the top. “Get your mom or dad to sign right
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down here,” the man said, pointing to the right corner of the paper. “You sign over
here,” he said, pointing to the left.
“Okay,” the boy said. “I’ll be right back.”
He took off running towards the chain link fence that surrounded the
fairgrounds; there was a gully where the fence didn’t reach all the way to the
ground that he and the other kids in his neighborhood knew about. He’d been
caught sneaking in once by a highway patrolman on a horse, but nobody would stop
you from sneaking out.
Once he was under the fence he walked through the culvert into the new
subdivision where he lived and ran the two blocks to his house, past the barber’s
house that faced the highway, past the dentist’s house further along, then up the
driveway to his house.
He went through the garage into the kitchen, where he found his mother.
“Mom—I got a job!”
She turned around from the sink. “That’s great, sweetie,” she said. “Doing what?”
“I’m going to be in a show, with a snake lady. I need you to sign this.”
“What is it?”
“I don’t know. Permission I think.”
His mother took the form and scanned its text, then looked down at her
son. “What do they want you to do?”
“I’ll be the Lizard Boy. I get to wear a mask, and swim around in a tank,
then show people my disease.”
His mother groaned a little and her brow furrowed. She put her hand on his
shoulder and said, “I can’t let you do this.”
“Why not?”
“Sit down,” she said and led him to the table where they ate. “This is a
freak show—people would be gawking at you all day long.”
“It’s a lot of money—at least $125 plus half what they get from a
collection for me.”
“Honey, there is nothing wrong with you except you have a disease. Only
tacky people stare at you.”
“Tacky?”
“People with bad manners who don’t know any better.”
He was quiet for a moment. “I don’t care—I want the money.”
“You don’t need the money that badly. I can give you money for one day at
the fair—that’s enough.”
“But I’d have enough money to buy stuff. I wouldn’t need an allowance.”
“They want you to work all day, all ten days of the fair. School starts the
Monday after it’s over. You’d be so worn out you wouldn’t be able to study.”
He didn’t see why that mattered. Nothing important happened the first
week of school anyway.
“Why don’t you go up to your room and take a nap. You’re hot and tired.”
“The man’s waiting for me to bring that paper back.”
“You’re not going back—do you understand?”
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“But mom. . . .”
“No buts. No child of mine is going to be in a freak show.”
He knew that meant the end of the discussion, so he went up to his room
and flopped on his bed in disgust. He put his arm over his eyes and listened to
himself breathe heavily. He wasn’t going to cry, but he was winded from running up
the stairs, and upset at his mother.
He could have been a good lizard boy, a scary one. c
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Jen Sage-Robison

The Cost of Being a Girl in 1961
In lieu of a sofa, your neighbor on Spring Street, Mrs. Negri,
had three vinyl beauty parlor chairs lined up in her living room,
one for cutting, one for setting and a drying bonnet.
No magazines to idle through like at Mr. Silvio’s Hair Palace on Main.
But in the corner her husband had plumbed in a sink
where Mrs. Negri’s mother scrubbed
grains of mill brass out of customers’ hair.
Sardinian arms that heaved melons
from the earth as a girl, now shampooed the skulls
of your three teens—Bonnie, Peggy and Pat—
with such vigor that warm tears seeped down behind their soft ears.
Mrs. Negri’s mother washed hair like she was mad at it.
No complaints or next time she would scour twice as hard.
You knew. But where else could you get your girls a wash and set
for three bucks? Mr. Silvio charged five and a quarter
and with Walkie grinding the machine shop lathe
for two fifty an hour, six days a week
and you pressing Uncle Joe’s shorts for the grocery money
it was a miracle you had a nickel left for glamour.
But the day before your barely teen niece’s nuptials, you found it—
the last 37 cents still crummy from the couch cushions—
and pushed your girls out the porch door.
That night they’d swathe fresh bouffants in Charmin and heads would swivel
when they walked into the stone church Saturday at eleven.
You’d never be able to buy the house on Smith Street back
and your pile at the curb was nothing
next to your sister and Jimmy’s shiny Lincoln.
But you and Walkie had the real prize: sharp girls, no strangers
to waiting, familiar enough with going without
not to get knocked up
three springs shy of high school graduation.
A visit to Mrs. Negri’s couldn’t hurt.
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Richard Luftig

Equilibrium
He lives

With things
That cannot be
Undone or even
Ever filled.
No, it is
More like
The push
And pull
Of a rope
That makes it
Taut, keeps it
In the same place
Forever.
Or perhaps it is
How

He loves
Too much,
The way
Her

He watches

Every change,
Like winter cape
Winds that blow
So hard
So cold

Off shore
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From the north,
From the west,
Direction hardly matters
When everything
Moves toward her
At its own chosen speed.
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Richard Luftig

Ohio in December
It seems that winter
has closed the banks
of this river for the year,
called in its loans,
and forfeited all interest
in our yearly survival.
See how that tree,
its roots tangled
from shore, hovers
above the water
like a tightrope.
It is so rotted
that even the woodpeckers
have given up their lease
and are suing for better
living quarters.
And at the houses
on the top of the hill,
only the dullest
of wrens are still
to be found under
the eaves. December
has demanded restitution
on the bond it co-signed
with summer
just a few months
before, invoking
its options on
the oaks and elms.
With no mercy,
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it enforces its contract
with the leaves,
forcing them to make
that one, last payment
on their final debt.
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Emily Townsend

You Know You Want To / Ask Us About
Your Frown Lines and Crow’s Feet
The Botox ad displays a rectangular mirror and in plain script
passive-aggressively states “Look here to see why.”
I peek into the background of the dentist’s office and study
my face lacking “unwanted” lines engrained by fern irises sparked
by the pain of scraping teeth, an unprepared gag / yet I smile anyway.
A thin triptych creases to the end of my right eyebrow, mini wrinkles etch
below my left eye. Signs of happiness. Isn’t that the point of skin
to show the history of our lives? The orbicularis oculi
crinkles taut flesh as proof.
My older brother claims
he does cheek exercises to speed up the crow’s feet process
of nesting beside eyes that resemble mine. I have seen him
wince, risorius pulling the corners of his mouth to the side / squint
to deepen the valleys that catch tears from his wedding.
If
he was to leave this marriage someday, the memory of his wife
dancing in August’s celebratory air would remain beside the camera—
rustic globe lights reflecting off russet eyes.
When I watched the reel of their slow dance through heavy
wine goggles
I didn’t feel jealous
or ennui
or sullen
that I’d never quite had a reason to create channels besides the earth
I see through / so no, I do not want to ask someone to destroy
what little joy I have stored in my face. Why would I want to erase
all the time that has passed
in between
accidental eclipses
of happiness?
of smiling merely at the sight of another smile?
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Emily Townsend

I Hear the Lion Tamer Roar
In the triangle of warm
photic sunlight, the oak grass hair on my arms
is backlit lightning white.
Ray Bradbury said the first time he felt alive,
Mr. Electrico bopped his nose with an electric sword,
hair standing on end, and the carnival entertainer
shouted, “Live forever!”
I let the emerald rug rub into my bare
shoulders, threads undone soft needles. The lamp on the side
table is silhouetted like beams shooting from
the film projector at the movies. There, I can see it—
the dust, infrared pixels and New York City snow,
descending in clusters
never seeming to touch one. How they all know
to not collide. I can’t feel them flutter onto my skin.
The triangle on my floor adds a line,
becomes a rectangle, and I curve my body to fit,
to be aligned with cosmos of flecks.
Sometimes I wonder if I open my window,
will the universe spill out?
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Alcy Leyva

Please Excuse My Little Cuban Fro
personal essay

I’ve been trying to grow my hair out since, well, since birth, I would say.
I mean properly grow my hair out. I mean in a suitable, civil fashion that doesn’t
make me look like a drowned hedgehog. This has always been (and I fear will
always remain) a catastrophic affair. Even as I write this, my hair has no rhyme or
reason. No set pattern. It’s blown backward, nearly reaching my shoulders in an
unkempt swash that looks like someone tried to fuck a broom, failed, and then stuck
it to my skull instead. I’ve tried combing it, but that seems only to make it angry.
I try my best with conditioners and grease and hair gel and spells, but after a few
hours, the sides just pop up like that drunk friend who finally takes a seat but then
stands up and yells, “AND YOU KNOW WHAT ELSE?”
By the summer before my fourteenth birthday, I had somehow managed
long hair. I say “managed,” which actually just means that I refused to cut it. I
mention “long,” but not long in the way you probably know it. It was shaped like an
afro, but one which only served to make other fros feel better about themselves. It
wasn’t curly or straight, just kind of there. Follicle brillo.
One time, in grade school, I realized that I had forgotten to come dressed
for picture day. The last thing you want is to take your school pic in your usual
uniform. That kind of thing would annihilate one’s popularity in seconds. So I
frantically ran to the school office, called my mom, and desperately asked her to
bring a few things to help. I meant clothes. Instead, my mom showed up with a
massive tub of hair gel and a comically oversized brush and proceeded to comb my
hair right in the middle of the principal’s office. “Please excuse my son’s Cuban
fro,” she told the nun, carefully sculpting a wicked part in my hair while I fought
back tears.
I only take the time to describe my poor attempt at a hairstyle because I
feel the need to explain, both in length and texture, what was stuffed between his
fingers, caught up between his joints and knuckles, as a boy tossed me head-first
into the deep end of a pool on that blazing August afternoon in the Bronx.
When I was thirteen, my mom signed me up for the summer PAL
(Police Athletic League), which served a very specific role in my South Bronx
neighborhood. It was a space to house the kids of working parents—like my mom.
The second role of this PAL program in particular was as a receptacle for the
kids getting fed through the metal teeth of the education system. After spending
long mornings in sweltering classrooms for summer school, being reminded
how inadequate they felt in an academic environment, the kids were dropped off
right into our summer camp. As you can imagine, PAL became a soup of rotten
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personalities which clashed throughout the four–week program. It was the first time
I felt completely unsafe as a child. It was also the first time I met someone who
outright hated me.
His name was Joshua; he went by Josh. But I heard one counselor
pronounce his name “Oh-my-fucking-god-not-that-fucking kid-again.” Bullying is
one of those strange words that has always existed but has come more and more
into focus as the years have gone by. We hear the word and think suicides and
school shootings. But this wasn’t the case when I was growing up. Bullying was the
building-block of my childhood. The single most common staple of surviving in the
Bronx was being able to defend yourself, physically and verbally. In fact, the most
respected kids had a mastery of both. I can’t tell you how many times guys joking
on each other led to one poor schmuck getting verbally lambasted and, left with
no other option to save his crumbling ego, starting to throw hands. Even if your
opponent just described your hairline “as if God drew it with his foot,” even if you
beat that guy right into the sidewalk like chewed gum, losing your shit and wanting
to fight meant that you were out-thought and outclassed.
The person who swings first loses. This was an unspoken rule.
For those of us who refused to fight with our fists, “having jokes” gave us
a means to survive the hood. It wasn’t harmless, but it sure was necessary.
What Josh did was neither. This was a guy who went out of his way to
make my life a living hell every single day for my entire time at that camp. It
wasn’t just me, of course. Everyone was harassed by this kid. I felt especially bad
for the school safety officers because they had no one to radio when he picked on them.
Josh had a special place for me in his . . . chest cavity. I think he sensed
that he could push the boundaries with me and that I would stay shut about the
whole thing. At the time, I hadn’t developed the skill to verbally defend myself. I
had the mental sharpness, sure. Yes, I had the humor. Even at an early age, I had
already started dabbling with the sophisticated and vastly complicated intricacies
of assholery. But something would happen in transitioning the insult from brain to
mouth: it would dissipate right on my tongue. And I sure as hell wasn’t going to
fight a kid that sported the density and mass (and IQ) of a small fridge.
Josh was massive. Even though he was younger than me, he didn’t look it.
He was built like he was thirteen going on thirteen to life. He was bald but his head
sported this odd shape that reminded me of a partially inflated football. Or what
would have happened if God had started making his body out of clay but ran out by
the time he got to his head and yelled, “Fuck it!”
Josh was the kind of bully that would make a perfect president someday.
He organized a gaggle of boys to make fun of my name while he judged the best
one. In the hallways, he made it a point to slam every door in my face, one time
tearing the skin on two of my knuckles as I blocked the impact. The worst was
when someone broke into my locker and stole my lunch bag. I had to sit through
lunch with Josh smacking his lips just a table away. I didn’t need to turn around to
see if he was eating my lunch. I knew better than to provoke him that way.
Josh’s two main beefs with me were that I was “white” and that I had bad hair.
Being “white” was Bronx-ish (at least, South Bronxanese) for not
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speaking like everyone else on the block. I listened to hip-hop and had a favorite
bodega that I frequented for my baconeggandcheese (famously all one word), but
when I interacted with people on the block, I was told that I “spoke funny.” I had
developed an early love of words and the way they can wobble and careen out of
your mouth. I was a sucker for puns and slippery alliterations and the sexy way
women pronounced the word “trombone.” But the years of watching Monty Python
and shoving my nose in books had turned me into an oddly overachieving knowit-all in the eyes of the other kids. They thought I was showing off, and I was. But
every time I opened my mouth, I was depreciating my street cred.
Even when I didn’t say a word, when I decided to keep my mouth shut and
just play basketball, I still stood out like a sore thumb. At the start of every pickup
game, I’d end up hearing, “You got the white boy” and seeing the dismissive thumb
pointed back at me. I could be standing next to another latino. I could be wearing
a sombrero, dancing salsa, or pouring sazón down my pants and I would still be
labeled “white boy.” I tried correcting them, but nothing ever changed.
Hoping to find something to tether me to my surroundings, I started
noticing that the boys around me, even the latino boys, wore durags and took
special care of their hair. So I started trying things with my hair . . . like actually
combing it. The popular styles at the time were cornrows and waves. I couldn’t
manage rows, so I used gel and bought a stocking cap to wear to sleep. I even
bought a red durag to play ball in, which only resulted in sweating my hair out to
an offensive degree. As often as I whipped out my comb and brushed away, I still
never could get waves. My hair curls too much when it’s wet and puffs out like a
cotton ball when the sun flirts with it. Unfortunately, my attempt to get waves in my
hair was received as me posing as black, which went over just as smoothly as a cat
going undercover in a dog kennel, wearing a sign that reads “Woof.”
Even at a young age, my hair served as a beacon for random assholes to
flutter around. While I don’t want to give the guy a pass, Josh couldn’t help himself
and would go out of his way to mess with my hair. It was brillo. It was “fake
waves.” The word “fake” in the hood meant “poser,” and there’s nothing worse
than a poser, even though everything we had was “fake.” We didn’t have Cheerios
or Rice Krispie Treats; we had Cheery Circles and Sugar Squares. My mom
once bought me Ninja Turtles that were called “Space Armored Samurai Aliens.”
Our borough couldn’t afford Kentucky Fried Chicken, so we put Kennedy Fried
Chicken on the map (you’re welcome!)
In the second week, Josh and his lackeys jumped me in the locker room
and dumped the contents of my bag out on the ground. Pulling out the spare
underwear I used when I swam, one of the goblins ran off chortling, my Power
Ranger prints in his meaty grasp. At the end of the day, I found them dangling from
the American flag in the gym. I waited until everyone went home before I piled a
bunch of chairs together and rescued them.
Josh’s harassment went on like this for my first two weeks at camp. In
my third week, I got fed up and decided to tell my counselors that I was being
bullied. They sat me down in an office to talk. One guy broke out an incident report,
hovered his pen over it, and asked for the name of the perpetrator. When I told
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him that it was Josh, he set aside the pen, folded his hands, and offered me advice
on avoidance. I vividly recall walking out of that schmuck’s office likening our
conversation to a doctor telling his patient that maybe he should sit on the other side
of the lunchroom to avoid angering the cancer.
Josh was untouchable specifically because he “only” psychologically
and emotionally tortured me and everyone else, including the counselors, the
custodians, the coaches, the camp director, the parents, and even the gun-carrying
NYPD security guards posted in the program. Yes, he got into fights, but instigating
the person to throw the first punch hadn’t been enough to get him kicked out. He
had found a sturdy loophole.
I didn’t want to tell my mother that her hijo was being picked on, so I
steeled myself to suffer it all. There were a full two weeks of camp to go, but fuck
him. All I had to do was outlast the guy and I would never have to see him again.
Of course, that proved to be impossible. The very next day, Josh plopped
right down beside me during lunch.
To say this was awkward is an understatement. The two guys I was sitting
with, the only two friends I had made that summer, vanished into folds in the
fabric of spacetime, leaving just me and Josh there to exchange silence and carbon
dioxide. I didn’t look over because, in my mind, treating him like the T. rex from
Jurassic Park was a viable stratagem to employ. I didn’t move at all. I didn’t eat
a bite. My food—a substance the camp called “stuffed shells”—grew cold on my
tray. Finally, Josh finished his food and slapped his tray aside. He offered me his
pear. I shook my head, and he was off.
The next day was the same. And the next. Something had happened when I
was trying to mind my own business, a coup of sorts. The pack of wolves Josh had
formed turned on him. They had banished the bastard down to us fodder. Knowing
that the world absolutely hated him, he settled for sitting with me. I guess he had
mistaken my non-reaction to his psychological warfare as some semblance of
complacency, maybe even some understanding. The only thing was that I didn’t
know anything, I didn’t understand the guy, and I had no inclination to change these
two things in any way. On the third day, when he started talking to me—something
about our upcoming swim trip he was looking forward to—I imagined myself
leaping onto the lunch table and roundhousing him right in the mouth.
Instead, I said, “Mhm.”
That Friday, he asked me my name. When I told him, he said, “I’m just
goin’ to call you ‘A.’” Just like that, right out of the blue. Nickname and all, I had
made friends with the fire-breathing dragon of the PAL program.
I don’t want to say that Josh had completed a total 180 from the rat bastard
he was before. He still teased people, still drove the counselors batshit insane, but
he left me alone. We ate lunch together, played ball. At times, he would catch me
after the program and give a knowing nod of acknowledgment. We weren’t the best
of friends, but Josh didn’t make me feel like shit anymore. The fall from grace must
have humbled him, but I was always fearful of his amnesty not lasting another day,
another minute.
On the school bus ride to our big swim trip, Josh and I sat right next
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to each other. Josh promised to open up the fire exit door the second we hit the
highway. Everything Josh did was motivated by attention. He needed it all the
damned time, but his way of asking for it was either intimidation or arson.
Josh couldn’t sit still because he was so excited. He loved to swim and
couldn’t stop talking about how long he could hold his breath or how many flips he
managed on one dive. He said his father used to take him all the time when he was
younger. “And then that stopped,” he added, but I knew better than to ask what he meant.
He shook my bag playfully. “Daaaaamn, son. You brought a whole jar of
hair grease with you? What, you got the whole salon in here? What the fuck?”
The comment sent bile from my stomach to the back of my throat. Yes, I
had my durag, comb, brush, and a tub of styling gel in my bag. But it was Josh’s
stupid comments that had made me so self-conscious in the first place. I didn’t think
the guy who once told an entire classroom that my hair was scum scraped from
beneath a fridge should be giving me styling advice.
“Maybe you’re just jealous because your head looks like someone
molested a potato.”
When I heard that, I looked around to see where it had come from.
Josh was staring right at me.
That’s when I realized . . . I had said that. Me. That comment had left my
mouth and had struck the face of the biggest bully I’d ever encountered. Josh even
rubbed his chin like he’d been punched.
“Funny, A,” he said. “Funny, funny.”
I glanced at the emergency door handle because Shit, yes this is an emergency!
But Josh didn’t beat me. He tapped my shoulder with his fist to remind me
that he could break me in half, but that was it. He laughed, and so did I. I also peed
a little, but that was just between me and the broken cushion of that cheese bus.
We got off the bus and Josh reverted to his giddy self, saying that he would
swim laps around me. I told him this would be hard to accomplish because I’d be
hugging the wall the entire time. I was born with a natural mistrust of large bodies
of water. My version of “going swimming” was plunking my scrawny ass into
waist-high water and using my thin arms as a shield against vagabonds splashing
me. My life goals included traveling to every beach on this marvelous blue planet
just to stand on the shoreline and give every ocean the finger.
Josh ran ahead. Van Cortlandt pool is the largest in the Bronx. It was really
a thing of beauty, even for us non-swimmers. To the left as you walked in, you
could store your stuff in one of those lockers with the little orange keys that you’d
pay a quarter for. Josh wanted to be the first in the pool and pushed aside everyone
on his way up the line.
A boy tapped me on the shoulder. “Did you tell Josh that his head looked
like a molested potato?”
I was ready to say no, but I recognized this boy. He was part of the pack of
boys that had turned on Josh. The other two were standing right behind him.
So I said yes.
They broke out laughing.
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And then I found myself walking with them as they talked to me. I had
gone from PAL underwear mascot to walking alongside the lions, the top of the
food chain. I looked ahead, trying to see Josh, but he was still pushing his way forward.
These new boys tore into their former leader as I walked alongside them.
Josh’s mom, how poor he was, how his nipples looked like burnt milk duds—
everything was fair game. Part of me felt bad about it. I had been there, right in that
position, just seven days prior. These were the same guys that had elected me their
summer crash dummy. Yes, Josh had been behind the underwear and lunch fiascos,
but they been his rousing chorus, a rabble of enablers.
That was part of me.
The other part of me knew that if I had a stone to throw, I had better throw
it as hard and fast as everyone else. The hype was too raw, too infectious; a dose of
adrenaline—mob mentality—shot through my body.
“Someone should dunk him in the pool,” one of them suggested.
“Betchu his fat ass would knock out all of the water,” a second guy said.
“And if you throw some soap after him, it would count as a bath,” I added last.
Not exactly Shakespeare, I know, but it was enough to garner a small
explosion of laughter from the best friends I just made thirty-seven seconds prior.
I could have sworn that Josh was by the locker room.
Two hands grabbed large fistfuls of my hair and pulled me backward. I was
off balance, trying to hit the ground because I knew that at least I could stop my
body from moving that way. But Josh grunted once and then lifted me off my feet
like an Olympic hammer thrower going for gold. Our 100-pound difference was
enough for him to sail me upwards, still holding my hair, like someone unfurling a
light picnic sheet.
For a few heartbeats, I was weightless, flying parallel to the water.
The world was blue and silent.
Then he spiked me face first into the water like a ballistic missile.
I might as well have crash-landed into solid concrete, because colliding
with that water knocked me silly. Then, underwater, the momentum slammed me
head-on into the edge of pool. My skull made a large, muffled clunk, and the water
around my head flushed hot. The blow had burst my lip open like a New York City
water main in the winter.
I spun there, floating, every body part aching as if I had just been punched
by a fist the size of a Volkswagen. I couldn’t tell what direction I was facing. The
surface? The bottom? Before I could decide which way to swim, a figure wrapped
me up in its arms and pulled me to the edge of the pool.
A counselor had jumped into the water to save me, sneakers, clothes, and
all. As we clung onto the edge, he kept mouthing something to me, but I still had
the crashing of waves in my ears; a fog had set around my eyes. As the warm blood
pooled around my chest and mixed with the chlorine, the broken lip throbbed in the
thick summer swelter.
When the clouds lifted out of my eyes, I spotted Josh barely restrained by
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two counselors a few feet away. Even a few kids had jumped on him. Josh was so
far gone, so out of his mind, that the five people on him were giving him as much
trouble as five wet towels. I remember his face because it was the last time I ever
saw Josh. His eyes were as large as dinner plates. Foam gurgled from his lips.
In that instant—even with my lip jacked open, my scalp on fire, and the right side
of my face feeling like someone had high-fived it with a cheese grater—I knew
there were many firsts for me that day. My little stunt managed to accomplish what
no one else that summer could. Josh had crossed the line, according to both the
camp rules and the unspoken ones—our street norms. The moment he put his hands
on me, Josh had lost all his power and protection. He’d provided the ammunition
to boot him out of camp, which the Camp Director happily did that same afternoon.
Truthfully, this was the merciful thing to do. Josh would have been an outcast if he
stayed. The moment you throw a punch, you lose. It’s that simple.
Josh dunking me into that pool had also signaled a change in my life, a
baptism of sorts.
For thirteen years of my life, I’d been trying to find a connection to my
little slice of earth, my little burning trash can—the South Bronx.
To basketball rims made out of broken milk crates.
To roaches big enough that when you threw shoes at them, they would
throw the shoes back.
To ordering chicken wings through bulletproof glass.
To buying Tims, my size 10-1/2 feet making them look like canoes.
I had scratched up my knees on its broken sidewalks, eaten bucketloads
of its fatty fried foods, and even learned every lyric to every song Funk Master
Flex dropped. But for what? What did I have to show for it? If it wasn’t hip-hop or
playing ball or clothes, if it definitely wasn’t getting waves in my hair, what was I
to inherit from the place I called home?
It was my mouth.
I had crept through middle school as an odd, gangly little weirdo. But
this nerdy organism had adapted to his surroundings. For cracks people made
about my hair, I began reciprocating with swift verbal lashings of my own,
boldly claiming that someone’s lazy eye looked that way because the eyeball was
trying to escape their face, that someone’s breath must have been really bad if I
could smell it through the back of their neck. My jokes had bravado, and a few,
iambic pentameter. You knew you were in trouble when I started my insult with
a “Prologue” and a genealogy tree I unrolled from parchment. I would expertly
craft jokes on mommas and poppas and grandmas and third uncles—anyone you
cordially invite to the dinner table.
That swim trip would come to define how I learned life lessons. I learned
life lessons the way small families shop at Costco—in slick economic bulk. I
had been in my first fight, lost, and had starred as the hero, villain, and helpless
victim—all in the same scenario. I had also managed to pick up mental scars
for swimming, the taste of chlorine, and gravity—and spark my love for WWF
wrestling.
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I had gone into that water unsure of myself, unable to see where I fit
in—a poser, a fake. And I had come out knowing exactly what the streets had
taught me. While drugs and running with gangs were never in the cards for me,
I had still become what my mom never wanted me to become: a “product of my
environment.” No, I wasn’t hood. No, I wasn’t ghetto. But I did adopt the verbal
bob-and-weave that only a Bronx boy could box with. That’s what has made me
the snark-filled smartass I’ve become today. In my lifetime, I’ve never had to strike
another living soul; my fists have remained factory fresh. But I have annihilated
egos and spirits and future wedding plans. I have sharpened a word down to its
finest point and used it to slay giants.
And more than anything, since then, I have never needed to excuse my
little Cuban fro.c
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Jeffrey MacLachlan

The Terrible Mother
When I was punished, my mother
reiterated that if I ever became
famous, to never write
about the terrible mother
she was. When I go to my grave
that’s all they’ll remember—a hundred
years down the drain. Terrible moms
cannot ascend to St. Peter—our wings
wilt off like white peonies. Luckily
my mother was a New York
bureaucrat and so no one will
ever learn of the terrible son
who forgot flowers, letters, or destroyed her
porcelain doll collection
because he imagined miniature demons
inside pressing against glass eyes
like keyholes. Or how she squeezed
my hand while we crept below limestone
gargoyles at the library. Now she’s retired.
She spends most days ripping out rotten
weeds, happily cleansing
gardens of their loathsome mistakes.
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Clara Trippe

Forgiveness like a Phantom Limb
I had learned to speak before the words had a place in me.
There was grass and sky and I thought I could reach
both with my fingertips. There were trees, branches choked
with blackbirds, and when the birds flew they looked like rain,
falling upwards. I could only yell from the ground;
at least the sound rose. I watched you wordlessly;
I couldn’t bear to miss a single second. When I left,
you were still hot in my brain like a dying fire,
heat hidden, no light. I envied the sun’s easy rhythm,
its unfaltering commitment to each day. I dreamed that you
had dug inside of me, rearranged me
like you were moving furniture. I’m not quite sure
I remember what things looked like before you;
I can see your hands everywhere, still pulling at my skin.
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Clara Trippe

Gasping
1.
There are mouths to feed at every daybreak.
My own after many others.
As the hours pass they get wider and louder.
The tile floor heats to bright red.
The windows close, and the mouths begin to sing.
2.
I met a girl who sees emotions as colors.
She sat on my bathroom floor and told me
she’s kissed in many colors: blue and red
and yellow. She said her first orgasm was
like a field of violets.
3.
The best nights of my life were yellow, pouring out of the lamps,
and rolling down the streets. Italian beer and white fluorescent lights
spelling “Bar” in cursive. An empty parking lot and an empty sky.
4.
Never let go of anything.
Hold onto that shit until you die.
It belongs to you.
No one else can take it.
5.
A yellow night: the room slowly melting along its edges. Carpet and
extra mattresses. Your fingers and toes growing, multiplying. You move
so purposefully it must be ritual.
Everything is liquid when I am with you, everything is flowing. You
draw animals with eyes like people, and they drip off the pages and take
up real estate under our beds. When I wake past midnight, they peer up
at me, quizzical and worried. We are always quizzical and worried.
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6.
I know this isn’t where you wanted to be:
a world that’s just a pane of glass, bright
and so thin the wind can stir and shatter it.
I know this isn’t where you wanted to be:
but this is where I met you,
standing on a pane of glass,
so fragile we couldn’t move,
we could only breathe
in and out,
our air something brighter
than a hundred fields of violet.
7.
Somewhere, all the mouths are closed
and we touch the floor without reservation.
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Daniel Bourne

On the Street of the Revenue Keepers
(Ulica Skarbowców, Wrocław, Poland)
Soap, blue soap, or the blue spoon I have dreamed of describing
in the middle of oatmeal, smear
of paprika and yellow butter, fertilized egg and nest,
our first days in Wrocław, the green weeds with unknown names beyond
the pavement,
and children too many children to count as our own son like a swallow
swoops on his bicycle, so many cars and old ladies driving old canes
and the stray dogs in the nearby pound that bark out their hardest at dawn
they know how sharp to calibrate a poem they know
how far to push their voice and what will be too much. O spoon
and dollop, boy and bike and bird, if only
I knew how to stop speaking long enough
to catch my breath, to put
the offered food inside my mouth.
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John Brantingham

Meditation on a Blackened Forest
In this forest, the greenest places
are the moments of recent fire
where the ash has fed the blood of new ferns,
where rain tamps soot down.
Ann snaps off a lump of ancient charcoal,
wood that grew here for five hundred years,
grew until just last week.
She sits with her notebook
and sketches with the sharp movements
of someone who knows what she’s doing,
and I think maybe she’s drawing
the trees that were here
or those that will be soon,
but the truth is she’s capturing
what’s in front of her,
and I look back into the past, the growth
that was here when I was a child.
I think about my daydream self
from that time and how the woods
were kind of a daydream too,
protected when they shouldn’t have been
and let to grow into a tangled unconscious,
and I think about how I came out here
in the dark and lay under the trees
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to watch stars and listen to the animals
walking through their nighttime woods.
I think about bears. I think about elves.
I think about God and life and death,
and I think about Ann lost in that place
in her art that is beyond thought or fear.
The blackened forest has settled
itself into that place too.
Only I am outside of its beat now, dreaming
of things that only perhaps once were.
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Michelle Hartman

It was time for Indoors
In memory, Sandy Hook

a place for adults, dust motes, coats
and so many scarves muffling and smothering
dark furniture, Quiet and Don’t run
but she would not waste
another minute indoors
for morning was crisp
with dew sparkling
where fairies flung diamonds
in abandon
as dark slipped out of town. Leaves
glitter in bright sunlight
and tiny clouds
left mouths searching for bigger siblings.
A perfect day to find jeweled rocks and toys
thought lost in summer.
That was where she needed to be
wanted to be
as the man in black shot her
classmates. She did not look
at that, as the essence of light and life
winked out around her
own, contracted inside for safekeeping
disappearing to chase
sparkles as the world
sped on and nobody saw it happen.
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Tom Mead

A Cluster of Stick Figures
Jet-lagged, weak and nauseous, Louisa pops a couple of pills in the car.
She is still reeling from the awkward drunken pass Franco made at her last night.
So uncouth. And now he sits beside her in the back of the BMW, roaring across
London, and he is looking dead ahead. He does not glance her way. His profile is
haughty and impressive. There is a bohemian tangle of scarves about his neck.
Louisa sits back in her seat, stretching her limbs and arching her back,
waiting for the pills to work. She is always impressed by the drivers in these alien
cities. This one, a tall black man with a slightly curved spine, darts in and out of
traffic with a slickness and purpose she herself has never felt behind the wheel.
They are heading out of central London. They are heading from the grey
and into the green. Trees. Parkland. Louisa—who grew up not too far from here but
has not been back to England in what must be fifteen years or so—feels a slightly
incongruous nostalgia.
The house is in Chelsea. It is discreetly unwelcoming, tucked away
between trees, snared by iron fencing and brick walls. As they approach, the
metal gates ease mechanically open. The BMW slithers to a halt outside this vast,
anonymous residence.
But Louisa and Franco are unfazed. As they clamber from the car, the
couple come out of the house to greet them. Spencer and Minnie Vok.
“Welcome to ‘an undisclosed location,’” Mrs. Vok beams.
“Yes, we’re a little off the beaten track,” Spencer Vok adds. Louisa gets the
feeling he is the kind of husband who often embellishes his wife’s remarks. “Had to
get away from . . .” he mouths the words, “press attention.”
“We quite understand,” says Franco.
They are ushered inside. The discreetly brutalist decor betrays a
stylistically self-conscious household. When Franco and Louisa are safely installed
on a long couch in the salon, Spencer Vok places an easel in front of them, covered
by a silken shroud.
“Are we ready?” Vok asks facetiously. Then he whips away the cover, and
the painting is revealed.
To clarify: Franco’s purpose is to enthuse, to exult. Louisa’s, to subtly
drive down the price. It is good cop, bad cop.
And, when confronted with the piece, Franco performs. “My God,” he
says, awestruck.
Louisa also surveys the painting. She looks to Spencer Vok, wordlessly
asking his permission to approach.
“Please,” says Vok.
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Louisa steps closer, studying the brush strokes, wild and ragged.
“It’s magnificent,” says Franco. “And to think he was so young. . . .”
“Well, yes,” says Mrs. Vok with mild embarrassment, “precocious, our Toby.”
“And when,” Louisa wants to know, “did you first realize your son was so special?”
Spencer Vok beams. He is prepared for this question. “I can tell you the
exact moment. Toby’s first day of school. I drove him there. And he was sitting in
the back seat of my car, I was watching him in the mirror—”
“It was the Lexus then, I think?” Mrs. Vok cuts in. Spencer gives her a
sharp, silencing look.
“And he said to me,” he continues, “‘Daddy, if I go in there, I think I will
hurt someone.’ And do you know what happened then? I got him out of the car,
took him by the hand, led him up to the school myself. I watched him go into the
classroom with the teacher. I was just turning to go when I heard a scream. . . .”
His eyes are closed, blissful at the memory. “It wasn’t Toby screaming,” he
adds, as though this needs explaining.
Louisa tries to be objective for a moment. Really, there is nothing very
special about this painting. It is rudimentary at best. But of course, it’s important to
understand that “art” is by its nature intangible. A van Gogh only means something
if you are willing to commit to the belief that van Gogh was a genius. Likewise, a
child-like pencil sketch of Donald Duck takes on new meaning when you learn the
artist was John Wayne Gacy.
“You’ve had considerable interest in the piece?”
“Interest!” Spencer snorts. “Listen, we’ve had collectors.”
“And this is the last one?”
Mrs. Vok nods sadly. “The very last. I don’t believe there will be any more.”
“Oh no? . . .” says Franco, with genuine concern.
Mrs. Vok shrugs. “It’s a different phase for him now. Now it is music.”
“We have a meeting with Ditto Records next week,” Spencer says. “And
in answer to your question, yes, this is the last painting. All the others have found
permanent homes now. They’ve gone to Los Angeles, New York, Milan, Berlin. . . .”
“It would have been nice to keep at least one in the country. . .” Mrs. Vok laments.
Louisa has stopped listening. She is thinking about the millions upon
millions of dollars, pounds, euros—you name it—that certain people across the
globe would pay for this painting. And the vastly larger number of people who
would spit on it, piss on it, or worse. Such is the polarizing power of Toby Vok.
DeVilliers never recovered from the scandal—how could it? But from the
demise of that auspicious public school, Toby Vok emerged intact. The sequence of
events is still discussed, TV specials devoted to it. Former pupils and teachers fidget
awkwardly in chairs and tell the camera they cannot quite fathom how he got so out
of control.
In his short life Toby has seen tiny empires rise and fall. But here, he is
safe. Here, his mania may be channeled into art.
Louisa has read somewhere that it was recently Toby Vok’s fourteenth
birthday. How, she wonders, did he celebrate? Did his parents surprise him with a
birthday cake? Would he be permitted candles?
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Louisa scans the walls of the Vok home idly, but there are no pictures of
Toby. Only bold, blocky prints. And yet it must be said that the presence of Toby
looms large within the house. He haunts it like a spectre. The poisonous boy.
In one of his few interviews—with local radio station Flash FM—Toby
(in his trilling, not-quite-broken voice) quotes artists and learned men. But the lines
which draw most comment are the gibberish he pilfers from Charles Manson: “I am
sixty times the pope,” he says. “I am the pope in the hills and in the mountains.”
Parallels with Manson are iterated frequently in the press. But of course,
Toby Vok has a few things going for him that poor deluded Charlie did not.
Specifically, his youth, his parents, his genius.
Louisa’s medication is beginning to take effect. Her migraine recedes.
“What is the title?” asks Franco.
“A Patchwork Enumeration of Persons I Shall One Day Kill,” Spencer supplies.
“And who are the models?”
“Now that we don’t know,” says Spencer.
“Yet!” adds Minnie with delight.
But Louisa remains unconvinced. “Sales-wise,” she says, “outsider art is
certainly spiking?” giving it an inquisitorial upward inflection.
A silence. “Outsider art?” Spencer repeats.
“Oh yes!” Franco squeals. And they begin to discuss terms.
“May I use your bathroom?” Louisa asks.
Spencer, distracted, points to the staircase. With a faint smile, knowing
she has acquitted herself admirably, Louisa makes for the stairs. Spencer is
concentrating hard, his brow furrowed. Minnie is looking at Franco’s scarves.
On the first-floor landing (which is as stark and bleak as the rest of
the house) Louisa hears a sudden, jangling guitar chord. This leads her to a
wooden door at the end of the hallway, hanging ajar. Emboldened by the celerity
and aptitude she has displayed so far this morning, checking now that she is
unobserved, Louisa pushes the door with the flat of her hand.
Perched on a wooden stool, dressed in cargo pants and an arabesque tunic,
Toby sits. He holds a guitar, which he strums playfully, tunelessly, as she enters the
room. His hair is long and streaked with grease and blood. There is a wound right
in the center of his forehead. As she draws closer, Louisa realizes it is a swastika,
obviously carved there by Toby himself, perhaps with the point of a compass. The
wound is infected, and drips pus down his narrow, babyish nose.
He looks up at her through perfect blue eyes. “Any requests?”c
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Teresa Sutton

Aleuromancy
The fortune inside my cookie predicts:
Even the longest of days
will come to an end.
The crinkly strip of paper,
the closest thing there is these days
to divination, sees the winged shadows
that surround me and caw
at night in my ears.
It knows that I tread loss’s winding path
and struggle to find a me
that’s different from them,
the ones who are gone.
It can tell that as much as I want
to gather the ashes and rise
that I am mired, sunken deep
into these unending bereaved days.
But the vanilla wafer forecasts
a change in the darkened sky,
a clearing along the serpentine path,
wings that turn bright white
in the light of day, and a new me
that’s separate from them.
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Danny Earl Simmons

Salt-and-Pepper Villanelle
I twist my salt-and-pepper beard,
inhale the sizzle of the grill,
then turn the meat to watch it sear.
My vision’s turned a smoky blear
of birdsong echoes sounding shrill.
I twist my salt-and-pepper beard
into a braided length of weird
and wiry time to somehow fill
then turn the meat to watch it sear.
Along the back, black stripes are smeared
like lashes struck until we’re still.
I twist my salt-and-pepper beard
and wag my head until I’ve cleared
the moonshine cobwebs twice distilled
then turn the meat to watch it sear
away the melancholy cheers
of vague potential unfulfilled.
I twist my salt-and-pepper beard
then turn the meat to watch it sear.
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Carl Boon

Hatred at the ATM
Though today we’re not allowed to hate
the Russians, or people perpetually perturbed
by things, or rednecks, or jaundice,
or despicable rats, I hate everybody
in line in front of me at the ATM—
awful people who deserve God’s worst.
Even if they read Aeschylus after work
and care for thirteen sad, erratic children,
I hate them, anyway. Isn’t it always a man
confused (bedazzled? nonplussed?) by the bank’s
unholy demands, a woman talking
on her motherfucking telephone
(“yes, I’ll bring dessert, yes, that’s fine,
no, the children aren’t allergic to strawberries”)
who takes 2.5 minutes to pull her bank card
from her purse of seventeen sanitary napkins,
six bars of soap (really?) and photos
of her hopeless mother in Bursa, Turkey
or Baltimore, Maryland. I am a liberal,
I voted for Obama twice, I would have sex
with just about anyone except these clowns
in line in front of me at the ATM. To me,
hate is unnatural, abhorrent, but at noon
on a Friday here they are. Now he calls
corporate on his Nokia phone (“there must be
a problem ’cause I get paid tomorrow”)
or she still rummaging, still ignorant
of the world and me. It’s true that tomorrow
I might regret writing this poem (people
in line at the ATM are people, too)
but it feels good to hate them in the Trumpian
sense of hate, because they’re in the way
and I am late to a lunch date with a woman
I’ll most assuredly hate a month from now.
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Carl Boon

Raw Meat
Now she decides to give her body
to strangers, the boys in the bars
in fake leather jackets, these boys
to reacquaint her with pleasure.
But pleasure is easy, the mashing
of my hands through raw meat
to make a meal, whispering through
words that might be poems,
succumbing to the rain, giving up.
Pleasure might be anywhere—
the smell of chewing gum in packs
of baseball cards just opened,
a letter from a soldier describing
in detail thoughts of home and pine.
Perhaps I have come not to believe
in bodies at all: mine is older and fails
in the cold, falls when I want it to burn,
sad sag of hip and thigh. I rise
before dawn with no wish to achieve
what she might do with ease.
The bar murmurs with encouraged
skin, hands on glasses, hearts
in throats. She weaves and bends
until her life’s at last a blur.
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D. Larkin Corvin

Traveling with Google Earth
Suddenly I’m hovering
outside my house a meter above the street, last fall
before I built the raised garden.
I must have missed the day
the sun cut a flare of light into ribbons
and tossed them on my roof
to roll down my grated siding
to where the streaks slipped into the gutter
and dispersed in the molten orange leaves.
I long to feel this energy in my fingers,
but an apparition blocks my step, its palm
the empty outline of a rectangle,
so instead I teleport down the avenue,
appearing sequentially under the vaulted skies
in front of my neighbors’ homes,
pausing long enough to roll my gaze
along the inside of the vista
resting languidly on each rotunda.
When I reach the park, I find winter
has dropped her ghoulish luggage in every corner
and closed the shades,
and I bumble between lanes
of the street like a cursor
chattering across a screen.
I chase a schoolbus driving backward
along a sidewalk smeared beige with ice—
a gash of snot down a boy’s sleeve,
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until I disappear under a railroad bridge and find spring
quivering on the other side, her blankness
rupturing the ashen clouds—
I’d forgotten how green the city burned back then,
how verdantly the season
had ignited the flowerbeds;
I hadn’t noticed the bodies
suspended in the web of the crosswalk.
Their faces had abandoned their posts
and drifted into the past,
leaving behind only a dab of plaque
on the stumps of their necks.
Only now do I notice my finger
hovering over the button
that can vault me into space
then set me to rest in another city.
Next to a placard on a statue of a soldier
who knows what new phrase I might discover;
standing outside an ice cream shop in South Africa
in a puddle of plastic spoons,
who knows what new friend I might meet.
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D. Larkin Corvin

Experiment Administering Oxytocin and
Dopamine to Rats, or How to Find Meaning
in Work and Romance
My choice was to drink from the spout
at the side of my cage or die from thirst—
and that’s how I met her,
this infusion of longing and bonding.
She flowed into me on the back of the water.
Though the innocent look of a placebo glinted
off the condensation on the bottle,
I knew she was no sugar pill,
for when I suckled at the nozzle my heart spun like an otter,
then chased her charm
through PVC tunnels and around a spinning wheel.
But that wheel turned nothing,
and knocking back more formula
gave no body to this feeling.
With no Rapunzel at the end of my long draught,
I skewed against the far side of my cage
an outlier statistic,
dreaming about the enclosure that holds my double—
the one being served a purer liquid,
a water taking no influence from chemicals.
That’s when it started to sink in
that I am the experiment,
so there’s no way to see the control group,
much less the finished research.
But I can guess what’s being studied—
what happens to a lush who covets every swallow offered,
how long a dupe will chase a figment through a maze,
and, incidentally, whether or not anyone cares for a rat.
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Tom Whalen

The Last Days of Uncle Horsefly
For the final year of his life, Uncle Horsefly kept to the small back room
Mother allowed him. It was more a lean-to than a room, with a night table beside a
bundle of old blankets from the barn and a wavy, drafty window, through which he
might see, distorted, the pasture and the hills beyond awaiting snow.
Mother had spoken often about her brother’s time in Chicago during
Prohibition, of the drinking and dancing, gambling and killing that went on back
then. Her hair wrapped in a dishtowel, she grabbed us one by one and spun us in her
arms over the kitchen floor while singing “Pennies from Heaven.” As we danced,
words like “speakeasy” and “flapper” flew off our tongues like light off a fountain.
What Uncle Horsefly must have done with and to women! Soon we, too,
would be women and longed for him to tell us about his life in the ’20s. But he
just sat there, huddled in his dark coat, trembling and wheezing on his bedding and
looking frantically about.
Finally, we went down on our knees and pleaded with him to speak to us,
but he only looked confused and terrified by our request.
“Go away, go away,” he rasped, his hands fidgeting over his bald, liverspotted head. “I will tell you little bitches nothing. Your mother has been telling you
fairy tales. Oh, the world has many things in store for you. Look what it’s done to me.” c
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Cindy Knoebel

The Great Metaphor
The scholar had grown weary of writing scholarly papers and so had
decided to write a novel. He wanted to be the next Hemingway, the next Updike, or,
at the very least, the next Clancy.
For three years, the scholar slaved over his novel, coaxing it like a child,
wrestling it like an adversary, caressing it like a lover. He infused it with meaty,
succulent tidbits of knowledge accumulated during his scholarly years, years during
which he studied philosophy, geology, astrology . . . and many other ologies.
At last, it was finished: a massive tome that spanned centuries and in
whose pages, roamed and romped and raged no fewer than twenty-three main
characters, four of whom he named “Edgar,” in honor of himself.
The scholar was a very good writer. He could turn a clever phrase, elicit a
guffaw, furrow a brow. He did not abuse commas and used adverbs sparingly. And
because the scholar was respected and had published many scholarly papers, his
novel, too, was published. The day it appeared in hardcover, the scholar combed his
hair, donned a suit, and waited for calls to be interviewed.
There were no calls that day. Or the next. A review was published, then another.
There was a problem with the book. The problem was this: the book was a bore.
But: nestled within the book, on page 295, was a certain metaphor. A
few critics (those who had made it to page 295) found the metaphor and declared
themselves . . . astonished.
Soon, word of the metaphor began to spread. It raced across the United
States then leapt over oceans and continents. It spread like a virus, infecting entire
populations with its breathtaking beauty and clarity.
The metaphor was unlike any other metaphor the world had ever seen. It
was provocative and evocative, incisive and poetic, humorous and grave. It was all
these things, and more. Through the vividness of its imagery and the power of its
words, the metaphor had captured the essential truth of the human condition and
mankind’s place in the universe and his relationship with God.
It was some metaphor.
In the subways, in the desert, on the moors, and on bicycles, people of all
nations recited the metaphor. Even those who could not or did not read recited it like a
prayer or a mantra, having learned it from their televisions, their priests, their in-laws.
Suddenly, the scholar was a celebrity. The New Yorker dubbed him “The
Metaphor Man.” The New York Post called him “Mr. Metaphor.” Newsweek named
him “Man of the Year,” its cover depicting a perplexed-looking seventy-two-yearold academic with a nose like a pickle and a mane of flowing white hair like a prophet’s.
A fan club was formed to celebrate both the metaphor and the scholar
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who’d created it. The fan club grew into a movement, then an ideology, and finally
a mythology. Its followers called themselves “Metaphorics.” For a brief, absurd
moment, there was even talk of an action figure, one with a nose like a pickle and a
mane of flowing white hair, that would, when tipped upside down, recite the metaphor.
But, despite his celebrity status and the Newsweek cover and the fan club,
the scholar was deeply unhappy. He didn’t want to be remembered as a jabbering
action figure. He had wanted to be the next Hemingway, the next Updike, or, at the
very least, the next Clancy. So, he locked himself in his apartment, determined to
write another novel, this one without any metaphors whatsoever.
Weeks passed without a peep from the scholar. Finally, their patience
exhausted, a radical group of Metaphorics forced open the door of the scholar’s
apartment. Of the scholar himself, they found no physical trace. What was left was
this: a smell, earthy, ancient and tinged with incense, like the white, flowing mane
of a prophet’s; the sound, skittery and brittle, like the whisperings of a ghost, the
pages of his manuscript made as they blew about the bare wood floor; and the sense
of longing and despair that lingered like faded memories of childhood in a dying
body, chilling the souls of all who crossed the scholar’s threshold to bear sighing
witness to his splendor.c
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Jonathan Greenhause

The Peace Group met
at an empty swimming pool in a YMCA basement,
argued about
Uranium Yellowcake, ate oatmeal cookies,
sipped grape juice,
& silkscreened shirts pleading “No Justice, no Peace!”;
while the War Group
met on the other side of that same swimming pool.
They made faces
directed at the Peace Group while devising a path
towards war against
progressively-weaker nations. The War Group
met once-a-week,
sometimes more, sometimes less, as long as it
coincided with
the Peace Group’s meetings. Unsurprisingly,
the Bible Study Group
avoided both the Peace Group & the War Group.
The Young Republicans
didn’t meet at the YMCA. The Miserable Housewives
hung out at a bar
& awkwardly picked up single men, who awkwardly
bought them drinks
with tiny folded umbrellas. The Peace Group
frequented this bar;
once, one of its members saw his miserable wife
being picked up
by an awkward member of the Young Republicans.
The Bible Study Group
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knew nothing of this. The Bible Study Group
was smitten with Jesus
but also loved Broadway musicals, felt torn over
whether to like
“Jesus Christ Superstar” or consider it blasphemy,
so they adopted
a unanimous resolution avowing their preference
for “Godspell,” resolved
to allow their members to attend community theater.
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Olivia Serio

Milk, three sugars
No other way to put it, I am tired; these bones
are splintered sunless and cold
heart beats brittle against my ribs,
weariness a guide and old friend—not unlike
the mug of tea on the counter now
cold. A small comfort: peeling the film
of milk skin on the surface, for
what’s the use in a cup of tea
if it is not forgotten at least once,
the delight gone dark? Microwave whirr
brings back something small—warmth,
earthy camellia, night
dust settled on the rim,
dusk and dawn distilled
in a single sip—this
exhaustion that buries itself
so that its absence brings mania,
madness undesired, loss longed for,
another cup poured.
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Martina Reisz Newberry

Do Not Doubt That I Love This Life
Early dark breaks my heart, so,
all through the fall and winter,
I am sad. I handle the
blackness of night—star fragments
glittering through—with grace, but
it is gloaming that makes me pale
and afraid in my mind. Out
doors, the trees and plants and the
grass place the burden of dusk
directly on my shoulders.
The smells of simmering stews
and soups make me ache as if
I’ve come down with flu. Having
told you all these things, I’ll soon
resign this page to itself.
Until then, do not doubt that
I love this life regardless
of twilight. I love my days,
my man and my faded jeans.
I love my kids and my cat,
my bars of sweet-smelling soaps.
I love hot water and my staunch,
stained sneakers. Do not doubt that
I love this life. I simply
wish it was spring then summer.
That’s all.
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Jude Hoffman

Map Skin Storybook
Tell me the about the love story
where we bask in the love of our bodies.
Our disgusting, incredible,
broken, amazing bodies.
The one where we read our
skin like forgiveness.
The braille of our bumps
will paint a map that reminds us we are home.
And home is safe.
And so are we.
The story I am looking for
is the one whose book looks so good
unapologetically worn.
Where every word sounds like forgiveness
but only speaks of clarity.
The love story
that triumphs what a body can do,
and what it can withstand.
It will be told without a reason,
which is an act of love in itself.
It will swell tidal
through parts of its own story
and parts of the body.
And every part it touches
it reminds it that it, too,
is also in the story.
It, too, is important,
and loved.
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Rosie Allabarton

Body Maps
He started off at my feet, the marker pen hovering above my big toe while
he took in one deep, noisy breath through his mouth. I hoped my feet didn’t smell;
my own creativity didn’t stretch to being unwashed. Had he noticed the forests of
dark hairs just below my toenails? Forests I had cultivated and nourished, trimmed
and shaped when they grew unruly. I was secretly proud of what I had achieved
there even if I had achieved very little in the rest of my life; each hair represented
a thing I had cared for and which had thrived under my care. I saw myself as very
much like a horticulturist in this respect.
His face hovered by my feet while he took in the enormity of the task
ahead, and for a moment, I imagined him gently biting my toe, licking and sucking
it. But he was conventional in the bedroom, missionary being his faithful friend; it
was unlikely he’d been harboring a foot fetish in the six months of our relationship,
but I lived in hope. The body map had, after all, been his idea.
Under the flickering yellow strip light of my parents’ garage he scrutinized
me. I was his canvas, his blank slate. I closed my eyes and tried to think of nothing.
I felt a sharp prod in the ribs, his fingers finding a hole between one bone and
another—it was a collaborative project, he said, and I needed to be fully “there” to
play my part, even if my part did consist of, well, you know, just lying down. Our
eyes met somewhere over my naked torso, and I wondered wistfully what my old
boyfriends were doing right now. Probably not this.
We’d been planning the body map for weeks. Each “map” would be
a visual representation of our love for one another, a bit like a tattoo, but less
permanent. It would be my turn to do him the following week. Now that we were
here, I longed to scratch, a phantom itch appearing just where he was about to make
contact with my goosepimpled body. But my one job was to remain still, we’d
discussed this, even though I knew my skin was a nervous creature. If I wasn’t
watching closely it would slither off and be through the cat flap like a slippery
omelette before we’d made one mark on its luminous, quivering surface.
“Nice. Nice.”
He breathed, he glowed, his eyes roaming me like I was an exotic
landscape. I felt objectified and wasn’t sure if I liked it or not. I wondered what
was taking so long, I had a dentist appointment at three. I breathed out, suddenly
realizing I had breathed in whole minutes before.
He looked over his pens one final time, and I shivered in the metallic
coolness of the garage; the splinters from my father’s workbench poised to embed
themselves into my buttocks and the backs of my thighs.
“OK, I think I’m ready now. Could do with more light, but this’ll have to do.”
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The garage had been the obvious choice; there were too many off-white
soft furnishings in the rest of the house—we weren’t allowed to drink red wine
in the living room for this very reason—and my mother would lose her shit if she
found one mark from any of Martin’s rainbow of pens on her Laura Ashley beachthemed throws. I got the feeling my parents didn’t like him.
“Don’t move.”
His tongue popped out, a pink flash in his sea of concentration. He began
to draw, hesitant at first but gaining in confidence with each stroke of the pen. The
sensation was not unpleasant. He was an artist, a creator. He worked in a surf shop
on weekends. Within minutes he was looping and swirling on my feet, my calves.
There were waves, stars, hearts. On my ankle he drew a peace sign, on the sole of
each foot a yin-yang. I shuddered in my nakedness. I wondered again if I should
close my eyes. Around my knees he stopped and looked up, his face perilously
close to my pubic hair, which waved gently like seaweed. It was saying hello.
“Tufty.”
He grinned and indicated my knees, which I’d had some trouble shaving. Now,
despite appearances, they were suddenly the most vulnerable part of me. He drew a smiley
face on each of them. Not for the first time I began to doubt the whole sad enterprise.
There was a certain freedom on my thighs. He used his whole arm to
get from one side to the other, a choice I thought unnecessary—they weren’t that
wide—but he was clearly enjoying himself, so I let it go. What had been just lines
and dots before became a mosaic of complicated shapes and patterns, lives lived
and lives lost. I could feel him letting loose, his heavy, unchecked breath tickling
my skin. He changed pens. He took off his shirt. I saw trees, houses, people. I
thought I spotted a cow, but it was hard to be sure from where I was. He radiated
joy and tiny balls of sweat collected on his upper lip. My neck ached.
I tried to relax, moving my mind with the pen along the nooks and
crannies of my sad, saggy body. But the smell from the marker pen was strong in
the air, it lingered and distracted from the main event, and I was preoccupied by the
thought that, despite his reassurances, it might stain. I had a deepening suspicion
this would not be something I would find cool six months from now; I had trouble
imagining I would find it cool an hour from now, though I’d promised not to wash it
off for a least a day. I was swimming in doubt, suffocated by chemicals. I suspected
we were both getting a little high.
He was crouched over me now, his legs straddling my body, his jeans
scratchy against my naked flesh, his face parallel with my breasts. I fervently hoped
he wouldn’t do the smiley faces again.
He stopped.
“What’s that?”
I couldn’t see what he was referring to, my gaze now fixed on a hairline
crack in the ceiling as I wondered what sort of life was this, really? Not to mention,
what kind of special soap would I need to get this off? But I knew what he had
found. On my right side, in a very small spot located between my hip bone and my
armpit—that runway of straight, plain, inoffensive body—was a small tattoo of a
seahorse. In a bubble above the seahorse’s head was the name Alan. I’d forgotten to
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put a fresh plaster on it after my shower that morning. I’d been keeping it covered
with a variety of Disney character bandages for the last six months, claiming, when
questioned, that I had had a mole removed and the skin was still healing.
“Hmm?”
I feigned ignorance, though I knew it was no use.
“That . . . that thing here.” He prodded it hard.
“Oh, that? It’s nothing.”
Another relationship, more permanently marked.
He was on the verge of tears now, his finger tracing the line of the seahorse
round and round. “Alan.”
He murmured, more to himself than to me.
For a brief moment I was outside my own body looking down on us,
hanging casually from the frail light fitting attached to the ceiling. I saw myself, flat
on my back, my facial expression pained, being straddled by a half-naked man, his
face pressed against my belly as he muttered incoherently into my navel.
I’d always told him I was afraid of needles.
Martin sat up, his face now empty of all emotion, windscreen-wiped-off in
one swift motion. He cleared his throat as he picked up another pen.
He cleared his throat again. Not looking me in the eye, he said, “Pretty
tacky, don’t you think?” and smirked. In this moment I hated him.
I could feel him covering the seahorse completely with a large black
square and I thought if only we could cover everything in life with large black
squares when it didn’t meet our approval.
I closed my eyes again like a corpse waiting for the man with the chalk
to draw where I’d fallen. Martin was up by my face now, looping fiercely around
my shoulders and collarbone. There were no more houses or trees, just fierce
unrelenting looping, his anger seeping through the ink into my skin, into my veins,
into my heart. His pens were beginning to dry up so he was pressing extra hard just
to make a mark. I wondered when it would be over.
As if reading my thoughts, he stopped abruptly and clambered off my
father’s workbench. He had reached my neck but had thankfully left my face ink-free.
“I think we’re done here,” he said, dropping the pens to the floor, lids off.
“Oh. Ok.”
I didn’t get up. I felt like a patient left open on the operating table. This
had not been the bonding experience we had imagined it would be.
As I heard his car reverse down the drive and off down the street, the
exhaust chugging with the effort, I climbed down from the table. In the cracked
pink-rimmed mirror at the end of the garage, a relic from my mother’s childhood, I
examined his work, my fingers crawling over my own body like ants over a picnic apple.
I didn’t see it at first, the dark scrawl carefully entwined with the shapes
and patterns above my breasts, but as my eyes began to focus on the details, the
words written in two-inch letters between my shoulders became clear as day.
Fuck Alan
Mixing together a cocktail of soaps and spirits which burned my skin a tantalizing
shade of shocking pink, I began the long, arduous task of scrubbing myself clean.c
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Jesse Albatrosov

The Soothsayer
I fell asleep for a moment, my youngest child entrenched in my lap
like a limp fish, like a cat when it relaxes and fully trusts you—
his breath purred along in gentle bursts. When my eyes slid
shut, my head began to nod, I heard my heart cry out
cremate me when I die and for just a second, I saw it—
their hurried bodies preparing to snuff me out,
sure and relentless waves fated to take me.
My voice boomed through my head, a shout loud enough to knock me
awake, but it sounded like my mother-voice, my young-voice screaming
a warning because I’d considered keeping my organs and being
buried instead. I imagined this voice would sound mature.
I’m awake again, he’s pulsing on—hot breath permeating
my living arm, holding his head in my elbow with permanence.
Our stomachs rise together and ease back into themselves—
a careful rap against the intuitive being within
calling out to us, jeering counsel to our living selves,
guiding us to fire or dirt—mine chooses flames.
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Jesse Albatrosov

I Am Not a Midwife
Each baby ceased to greet me with ease
the ecstasy of birth did not occur
in my terminal—
a purgatory of stuck fetuses in need of intervention
as if each intuitive body felt my hands were not a place to land.
I was a reaper of lost luggage—rerouting
or never receiving at all
endless waves of doubt and anguish plagued my patients as I mounted,
gloved hands, data rendered, patience erected
a cloud of distrust hung above me, enervated.
Some babies sensed my nature and flew into the world
by parking lot or master bathroom tub,
into the terrified hands of a father
cumbersome on birthdays
a heroic memory in future years—
the time he saved their life sans midwife.
Minutes slowly ticked as fathers watched the clock and wondered
Is this normal? Is she dying?
No, no, she’s quite fine. It’ll be over soon. She’s working hard.
These babies felt me waiting, accessible,
on the side of blinding light.
I’d chalk it up to chance, except
my own babies enter the world this way
the express route, first class—
a one-way ticket from my poisonous void
they love me deeply but know my danger.
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Jesse Albatrosov

The Nap
He always sleeps with his eyes cracked just so, just enough
to aid in his view of my deceit, the cautious way I break from his latch
as his tongue flicks one, two, three times—my breath withheld—will this
air pacifier suffice? I’ve waited too long, his head melted to me like glue smeared
on a child’s fingers, on purpose, to peel off later and carefully examine—
the print that identifies him as human.
It eases enough to throw him into an agitated root, silken sweat sliding between his
head and my forearm, sore from the work of stroking sodden skulls.
I could rest beside him in his sister’s bed, a worn mattress on the floor
that suits her careless nature. If he fell, it’d hardly be a fall
or I could lie here, beside him, watching his fingers relax and uncurl into crescents.
I’ve thought of weaning him lately—pushing him from my nest to see if he’d soar
or crack the pavement like a callow bird, injured and fated to carry neglect
like a wound or a scar, so I wait. Watch him rest wisely, folded into my chest
warm, sticky, with calculating suckles, like he knows he represents my last—
the conclusion of my reign as Queen, the final time I’ll wield this power over them
my children, hardly needing me much at all.
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Ibe Liebenberg

Baby Not Breathing
I already knew what I would
be walking into.
I have rehearsed what to do,
not just physically but
psychologically. I’ve closed
my eyes and gone through
the steps, drowned out the
crying families, the arms
holding out the child, begging
me to take it, to save it.
I’ve worked through it.
I was prepared.
The breathless room that I
so perfectly imagined,
was gone.
The sirens carried our
arrival, and my captain cussing
at unyielding drivers,
and I tracing the map
with every turn, trying not
to take a road without a sign,
I imagined a hushed silence.
Maybe heads sunken, not sure whose,
and a mother holding, no
not holding, clinging
to her existence.
I did not picture a half-dozen
kids screaming, at what looked
like a birthday party gone bad,
and a single mother,
either in shock, or too
uninvested to answer questions
about a baby who was not hers.
A baby lying on the stained
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living room carpet,
not dead,
not breathing.
I simply turned him over
to cry.
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Erin Jamieson

When You’re The One No One Wants to
Invite But Has To
You only ever wanted to be enough.
In the bathroom stall, high school. Your skin is too pale and your
thighs are too big and you are ashamed of the space your body takes.
You are a freaking failure before you succeed so well you almost
kill yourself. No carbs becomes calorie counting becomes five
pounds becomes forty.
People living their lives as you try to remember yours. There’s a
special feeling to being a burden. Knowing you’re the crazy your
aunt talks about at Thanksgiving, when they think you’re in the
bathroom. The cousin they know will leave early on Christmas
Eve, because she gets too anxious.
You listen to music on repeat, imagining someone is listening.
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Natalie Campisi

I cursed my legs
I cursed my legs. Fat. Not pretty. I cursed the shorts that hugged my thighs.
My family thought it was cute to call me “gordita.”
I shuffled to the kitchen at night.
The blue light bathed me. The hum of a Cuban family lingered long after
their bocas were shut and asleep.
The smell of palomilla. I touched my legs. I squeezed them.
“Go to bed,” I told myself. You can be pretty, too.
The next day I woke up. I squeezed my legs.
The fat was still there and my hunger was still there and my sadness
when mama said
“Oye gordita, vamos a comer ven aquí!” was still there.
I walked in hate for so many years. Hate carried my body to the store. To
work. To give birth to my daughter.
Hate carried me up mountains. Into new classrooms. Into new arms.
New lovers. New lands.
I covered them in heavy dungarees. I stuffed them in tights. I hid them in
long skirts and heavy cotton pants and flannels.
“No one can see you!” I said.
But my legs still loved me. They gave me all I could ever want and more.
I went to a doctor. Cut it all off. Cut them up. Drug me. Oh, I might not
wake up? Cut them anyway.
I am an old lady. My legs gordita still. Siempre.
Now I know the secret of sadness. Sadness is an ache for love that is not there.
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I bend down. My back is tight. I force my head to my legs.
I kiss them each 100 times. Lo siento. Lo siento. Lo siento.
They are my children. Loyal and good. They have carried me wherever I
wanted to go, without pause, without question.
They have danced me to music that fell into my heart and sprouted flowers.
They have lifted me up ladders. They have helped me escape, taking me
to safe places.
My back aches as I stretch, the wooden spine creaking and dry.
I kiss them each 100 times.
I wish I would have loved you when I was young and you were beautiful.
Gordita and beautiful.
Olive-tinted skin, dimpled and round. Round thighs, round knees, large
and strong.
I kiss you and cry.
I cry for me.
The sun warms my face. The sofrito fills my house with its pepper and onion.
The pictures are dusty. The memories have soft edges now. The phone
doesn’t ring. My legs are no longer called upon. I can sit for years now.
I can love you now.
Lo siento. Lo siento. Lo siento.
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Carol Stewart

Looking Down
Mindfulness taught her focus. She focused on her foot,
a temporary resting place whilst those around her stared,
friendship’s weak-solution glue fixing owl-like expressions
pseudo-wise, one coat on the lashes, a mascaraed pretense
to delay upward rolling
Marble eyes, lips slicked tight, artificial, non-reflective
Plastic shoes
Inappropriate fashion, glitter at a wake, and Scarlet,
sexy-doesn’t-try, whispering loudly. She knew
the suspenders had been a mistake, and that skirt
a joke at her age, but didn’t she say she’d been raped
at eleven?
Peep-toe
It was like that, she thought, a slug poking through,
a chubby finger pointing, one spouting out
Dirty Ballerina—hands like bananas, a bunch,
smiles with countless black spots, sticky.
Size tens across the floor and
Who would be her partner for the next drunken grabbing?
She focused on her foot.
Didn’t look up.
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Clara Burghelea

Dancing
Wasps have built a nest outside the garden gate.
I tempt them by running my fingers
across the gray chambers.
Some of them are sealed with sleeping larva
dreaming of becoming a pupa soon.
My own body is singing of its young days
when I was not yet the sum of myself
and my dreams and anticipation throbbed
like fireworks in the full of August.
The hibernating queen lies inside,
wings tucked under her body,
quiet venom awaiting purpose.
Her chewing wood time is over
and resting has enveloped the tired limbs.
She dreams of legions of other queens
that will build on new rooms of slumber.
For both of us, as cold and autumn show
their yellow teeth, all that’s left of time,
inside out bodies, comes toward us with both hands.
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Richard Kostelanetz

Selections from Continuous Texts

In memory of Kenneth Burke (1897-1993)
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Anca Vlasopolos

November in Eastern Standard Time
light aslant already on the bay and only one pm
on oceanside water already gilded for late pearlescence
grasses sharpened so silver-fine
they cut the eye
the parking lot crunchy from mollusk shells
dropped at twenty feet
for herring gulls have learned
to make our ends their means so they survive with
another
and another
and another week
stars out at four o’clock
and we
like jays
like peeps
gorging
in light		
the little light
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Tom Pescatore

Trout Fishing in Taiwan
rather than a line
I was like a pool for the eye of the trout
cupping their children in my hands
from outside the pearls were their eggs
and I was the great father
the shabby farmer
I was raising the trout that would someday inherit Taiwan
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Tobi Alfier

A Toast to Small Towns, and Leaving Them
Strange how I never thought
we would have this conversation.
Spring is the beginning of life—
winter bulbs coming up for air,
lightning bugs darting from grass,
fragrant with water, not decimated
by sleet.
We sit in the diner, coffee growing cold
as the silence between us widens.
We have nothing, nothing but contained
politeness in this dark moment.
I realize every chapter of my memoir
is named for a different man.
This chapter was yours. Longer than some,
kinder than most, it’s time to put
the period after the final paragraph.
I am a wanderer. My choice of road
rises into foothills, toward storm-washed
sunsets and the next chapter.
You have no sense of adventure,
your bones stoic, solid in the booth
you’ve known since childhood.
You sag like a carnival tent in the rain
but know I’m right. You can’t keep me.
I’m sorry to be a slap in the face
of your contentment
but I will not regret it. Suitcase
packed full in the back of the Ford,
cash and a handful of postcards,
a full tank, shredded map—
my foot taps as I try to explain
in a way you won’t hate me,
but you will.
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Neon flickers across our faces.
The imperfect stepping away.
Just so.
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Laurie Byro

Why I’m Not a Monk
I like to talk. I contemplate while I talk and people say
I sleep-talk. I like the appealing collar, the lace around
the sleeve. I love Epaulets. I like the little details. Once,
while I was about to climax (in the wrong place, a closet,
don’t ask) I stood among the shoe horns, the winter
coats and bit my shirt to stop myself from crying out.
I worried (not that we’d be discovered) but that I would
ruin a lovely Nehru collar with drool. How is this possible,
I asked myself, knowing I was not a contortionist and
impressed with such detached determination. I covet sound.
I repeat the phrase inside my head; I love the taste of words
rolling around among my molars. Listen: persimmon, catalyst,
katydid, polliwog, drool. I love bargains and paying pennies
for cool shoes. I have stood inside a closet, my boots filling up
with blood. I have thought about this. Face it, I have more
than thought, I have spoken this out loud. Can a wind chime
equal a sacrament? Can a butterfly be worth the same
as a seashell? How do we measure thrift against desire,
passion against compassion, lie against thievery, incest against
adultery? Can a temple bell fill the air with language or is it only
noise? How many orchids does it take to topple a wall?
If it were up to me to build a bridge, I would ask a stranger
to pass me a stone. Once in New York City I begged a cop
to help me parallel park. Instead, he issued me a summons.
Take my advice, know what you do and cannot do but
do it out loud. Set the world on fire with wooden matches.
Listen: cinnamon, wolverine, clementines, audacious,
anemone, puck. A man huddles on the sidewalk and I am
unable to give him more than a nod and a compassionate five.
Here, take my words. Rub together my sticks of love.
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Jeff Fleischer

Luck
John was never quite sure if he believed in lucky pennies, or if picking
them up was a habit passed down from his superstitious grandmother. “All day
you’ll have good luck,” he thought each time, including the time he grabbed a true
lucky penny. A 1943 coin, the kind he could have auctioned for tens of thousands . . . had
he recognized it. He could have bought a car with that worn coin; instead, it joined
hundreds of others on his monthly trip to the bank’s sorting machine. With that
month’s haul, John bought a sandwich. He didn’t have enough for chips.c
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Elena Ender

Get Out More
This was the designated karaoke floor. Two eager girls chose the only
Spice Girls song people under twenty-five years old know. I wanted to get up on
that soapbox and sing the only Killers song people out of the alt-rock scene know,
but I didn’t want to participate.
So I stood like a female Darcy at a social event and thought about how I probably
looked like Darcy, and gave myself a douchey pat on the back, assuming that probably
no one else here finished Pride and Prejudice in high school without using SparkNotes.
I wandered to the bar and ordered a rum and Coke because I was scared of
trying something new and hating it then wasting upward of eight dollars. There was
undoubtedly more rum than Coke. I stood on the sticky floor wondering if they had
ever considered rum and Dr. Pepper.
I followed my friend Abby who followed her roommate Taylor who
followed her off-putting blind date in a pinstriped vest, whose name I never
got, upstairs. The next level had dimly lit sub-rooms with terribly eerie crimson
walls and so many pool tables I couldn’t imagine anyone would have the elbow
room to actually play. I then remembered the Seinfeld episode where Kramer and
Mr. Costanza played pool in the teeny-tiny man cave. This was a less dignified
reference in my train of thought, so I tried to let it pass.
It had become obvious that Abby and I didn’t need to be there. We’d cut
our evening of casual burgers and stand-up comedy short to rescue Taylor from
a date that seemed to be going well, all things considered. They were equally
matched in their love for the spooky billiards room. But with Abby called in to be a
DD rather than an escape hatch, Taylor let herself melt into the atmosphere of dim
lighting and Axe body spray.
Right as I found the only table with a coaster to leave my drink on, Abby
convinced Taylor to leave the bar. I waved goodbye to my eight-dollar drink.
However, Abby was unsuccessful in wrangling her for long. With the first
taste of fresh air Taylor got, she, accompanied by her date, got the energy to jump
into the next bar on the street.
“Number five!” Taylor cheered and raised the metaphorical dance roof.
This could have been her fifth bar-hop of the night, or she could have just forgotten
how to count; I couldn’t tell. Abby sighed, exasperated.
“I should just leave her here,” Abby said.
“Sure,” I responded.
“No, I can’t do that.”
“No, you can’t?”
“Can’t I? No, I can’t.”
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“No.” I shrugged.
“She texted ‘SOS’ and that means get her, no matter what’s changed since
then. I mean, what if something happens? I couldn’t live with myself if I left her.”
“Well, that’s that,” I said, leaning back on the royal purple stucco wall of
the new bar.
“Kayla, do you want to come in?” Abby started walking inside, taking her
ID out of her purse. “It shouldn’t take too long.”
“I think I’ll sit this one out.” I’d enjoy the open space for a while as Abby
vanished into the muck. That was a fleeting moment of serenity. I could put my
dark, greasy curls back in a braid and oh-so-subtly air out my armpits. Once I was
disarmed, a pair of Mormon missionaries, pulling a night shift for Joseph Smith,
started advancing toward me. A whir of decision-making flashing through my brain,
I fled. I whipped out my ID and bolted inside the bar, prepared to be approached by
literally anyone else.
Sure enough, I was instantaneously greeted by a loud-mouthed, sweaty
palm accompanied by the worst choice of a wingman, Garth from Wayne’s World.
“What do they call you?”
Like I’m a horse? I wanted to punch him, and his friend by extension, in the face.
But out spilled my real name in a frenzy of fear and fogginess. Luckily, I
caught myself in time to say I was from out of state. Like a liar, I excused myself,
saying I was there to meet up with my pen pal from junior high science camp.
“All right, we’ll catch up,” the palm replied. Garth nodded in agreement.
“Sure.” I hoped it would be untrue.
After a scan of the room for a thick blond ponytail and a leather jacket, I
found Abby to link up to.
“I’m glad you’re here, I just lost Taylor.”
“She couldn’t have gone far, probably farther in, rather than back out.” I
tried to search for her, but even in my heeled boots, I was still shorter than almost
everyone in the room.
“Can I buy you a drink or something?” Abby asked. “I feel bad for
dragging you through this.”
“No, I’m fine. Thank you, though,” I said. “I’m not having a horrible time.” My
standards were low, and I didn’t want to hurt her feelings. “Plus, I need to get out more.”
“All right.” She let out a nose-exhale of a laugh. “But if you change your
mind, let me know. I just don’t want you to be miserable here.”
We maneuvered through the crowd of clammy, half-dancing twentysomethings radiating body heat, muffled by loud, incoherent techno music. These
walls were painted a dark forest green, peeling, over brick. It could have been an
inauthentic hole-in-the-wall pizza joint in a past life.
“There’s the guy!” I pointed to Taylor’s date at a stool at the bar.
We rushed towards him. “Where’s Taylor?” Abby asked.
He turned to us and shrugged. “Hell if I know. She ditched me as soon as
we got in here.”
“Where did you see her last?” Abby persisted.
He shrugged again.
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“Well, do you want to help us find her?”
“Nah, I’m done for the night.”
“Fine.” Abby whipped around and led the way farther into the room.
I turned around after a second to see Taylor’s date following us. “I don’t
think he’s done.” Abby glanced at him and rolled her eyes. “Hey,” I shifted, “could
she be in the bathroom?”
“Worth a shot to check,” Abby said.
I trudged upstream to the bathroom and cut the line of impatient young
women in a rainbow of satin bodycon dresses. “Taylor?” I semi-shouted over
the stall. A lanky girl in a silver party dress and baby pink sash spilled out of the
handicap stall and hugged me. Her red hair stuck to everything.
Another four girls exited the stall. A strong-looking girl with mousy
brown, hair-colored hair told me it was Taylor’s twenty-first birthday. I told her I
was looking for another Taylor. The girls peeled Birthday Taylor off me and led her
to the sink to wash her face. Birthday Taylor barfed in the sink and started crying. I
scrunched my face. “Happy twenty-first,” I saluted on my way out.
Abby was in line on the other side of the door. “Don’t go in there,” I warned.
We moved on. Non-birthday Taylor’s date still followed.
We trekked to the wide-open upstairs level to find Taylor’s velvet maroon
heels abandoned on the floor. “She’s probably close.” Abby scooped up the shoes.
“And these are actually mine.”
A crowd had formed in the middle of the space. With the hoots and hollers,
we realized a dance battle had broken out. And a distant “Woo!” had us positive that
Taylor was involved.
Sure enough, Taylor was in the middle of the circle, flailing and bootypopping. She was up against a short, stocky guy in a fedora. He had the moves of a
silver-painted street performer in San Francisco.
The more Taylor wanted to win, the more she backed up into the audience. And
with each bump to the crowd, the more they crushed into the center. She’d suffocate by the
end of the song if she kept at this rate. The dance battle had to come to an end, and quick.
For her honor and safety, Taylor’s date stepped into the ring and did the
worm ferociously. Fedora Guy backed up and the crowd cheered. Taylor’s date
sprang up and moonwalked out, fizzling the circle.
“Hey!” Taylor greeted us with a heavy group hug.
“You were so good,” Abby said, eyes wide with kind sarcasm. She put her
arm around Taylor’s shoulder and started walking towards the stairs. And with every
step down the stairs, she paid her a compliment. “Majestic . . . graceful . . . quick . . .
creative . . . tasteful. . . .” At the bottom of the steps, Taylor would listen to anything Abby
had to say, including, “I think that’s the perfect end to a perfect night out. Don’t you?”
“It can’t get any better than that,” I agreed.
Taylor’s date’s Lyft arrived, and he started a round of shaking our hands
and saying, “It’s been a pleasure.”
Out of the corner of my eye, I noticed that the palm and Garth were
engrossed in conversation with the Mormons. It was a successful night for everyone.
I told Taylor’s date that it had been something.c
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Daisy Bassen

Magic
For C.

There sat a peach on the counter,
The vegetable summation of sex.
It wouldn’t rot. The end
Of a bee’s labor, yellow ochre pollen shaken
Like the rain from the umbrella’s ribs.
It passed from the world of time,
Breaths strung out a second hand,
To another, ineffable as honor.
You have understood this and your mind,
Taking in the strip malls, garden centers
Slow for the season. Still, you are sure
There is some small gravity left in space.
So far away, there must be something yet
Pulling us together, lazy as feathers.
When I look again, you are asleep
And your cheeks are red enough for fever.
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Daisy Bassen

Wept For
Day begins, surrounded,
Sheets of cloud to be pushed away.
The heat comes up.
Time starts running again,
Marathoner, hands at the faucet,
Around the bedside alarm. Coffee
Thuds into the glass pot, modern music,
Atonal. The heart fails.
Breath collects. The percolator’s steam
Makes a cataract of the morning.
The smack of the small dog’s tongue
At her bowl, a metronome.
A walk today. Before the walk, the oblong pill,
Before the pill, the cardigan’s buttons,
The leash buckle, nickel wearing thin.
Tonight hope: for limber sleep
Unbroken, no milk, no blue-grey ceiling study.
No dream of oceans drawing overhead.
The world complete, free of swimmers.
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Daisy Bassen

Tabby’s Spell
It was the eighth tattoo,
Dark blue and indistinct,
A bruise of her own,
Pulled into focus.
We lay on the floor.
Side by side, I took
My mother’s shape
Like water does in a glass.
The carpet was a set of whiskers
Against my cheek.
I felt the needle
Through my whole body,
Testing for doneness.
She wanted a kitten
To cuddle, below her shoulder.
I was becoming insensible,
Honey filled my mouth;
It immobilized the stinger
On my tongue. My grandmother
Played double solitaire
At the kitchen table.
I took notice
When she called out
About the queen and the jack.
Then, I stopped my shaking.
I was a little sleepy
Like the calico inked
On my mother’s arm.
I purred through my fit.
She has plans
For a June lily on her ankle.
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Katie Simpson

missing it
she misses it
the heat and sunlight
but i don’t
squishing the bubbling feeling
like summer asphalt
beneath my shoes
how could i miss
the heat and humidity
too dedicated to my skin
who wants
the lethargy the whirring fans
mosquitoes too quiet
til slap slap slap
it’s easy to forget here
without wonders like
lightning and fireflies
without asphalt bubbling upwards
it’s easy to misplace
these pieces of childhood
in the steady endless fog
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Gareth Culshaw

A Meander One Morning
The field is green
and lets my tongue
take the dew.
The rooks are black
peck holes for rain
to fall into.
Sheep mingle
then separate like rolled
eggs. The field
stays green and lets me
kick away the star light
that fell before the sun.
A sparrowhawk turns
off the mute button.
Crows dart out.
The field stays green
and I pick up the sky
carry it on my head.
Until I turn the key in the door
and enter home.
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John Allman

Letting Go

For Dan Allman
I
Is it the dream of a burst dam where motion
defies barriers, the breath a remnant of spring
breeze coddling tulips, as here in my daze
I construct a frail paper couplet, a lost rhyme
that fiddles down where I can’t reach
it, can’t hear it? Who’s to say the end
has no vocabulary, more than air
issuing from the broken o’s in our speech,
that just where love interferes, something
sharp is almost at the throat and the days
are blades slicing between fingers that try
to grasp, though the real is weightless, the dream
suffocating. This wobble on a tightrope a mere test of balance, one’s feet pointing in opposite directions. So start
again. No, no, it’s not the tears (or torn
cloth) that prove an outward flow. Or the bruise
on your right thumb or the weapon imagined
as entering the taut flesh of abdomen.
Look here. Here. Nothing heard. Or seen.
Or hung like old bandages in the unclean
corridor. Who’s called on the PA system?
Who’s coming or leaving? What or who
has the credentials to take your hand
into its hand and lead you into such
quietude as settles on recent eruption,
a colorless oblivion such as the one
gathering you into its otherwise filthy arms.
II
It’s not death like an on/off switch
but how you get there hallucinating a strange man running off
with your wallet, the credit cards
slipping to the floor that is suddenly
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a sodden forest path, your throat
filled with birds, this fluttering that
makes you squint and cough. Oh, if
only you could remember that name,
that person, your partner of 35 years,
his company dissolving like a bankrupt
business. You’re waving at someone
behind a desk, not for hello or goodbye,
but to menace, to predict a bad end,
and that person is laughing, blowing
his nose. Someone, something trying to
scream all the way up your spine that is
now a roadway, a flattened tube, but
silent, a kind of elixir rushing past
like small creatures through the untrimmed bushes that surround your
bed. But this is no bed, this is no summer cottage, how can you start to leave
again, in the Port Authority Terminal,
climbing into a greyhound with its narrow
waist and long-legged stride, where wheels
and traffic lights are really a pulse, a flickering notion of speed, though you lay stock still,
how can you possibly turn away from the
memory of mother tousling your hair,
aware now only of light, the shadows
of sound, lips that must be an angel’s lips
pressing your name against a blank wall.
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Macy Lipkin

Pictures from Clover Road
The last May on Clover Road, the hydrangeas didn’t bloom. For the first
time since Dad planted them when I was born, they didn’t pop up beside the front
door. Mom couldn’t make any “hi, stranger” puns that year, though, in retrospect,
that probably wasn’t her primary concern.
I didn’t realize it right away. Every afternoon, I raced off the bus, up the
wooden steps, and straight into the kitchen to see what Mom had made for snack. In
the spring, my favorite was freshly cut pineapple; in the winter, hot chocolate.
One evening, when I took out the trash, I noticed a few yellow bottles
mixed in with the banana peels. It was about time Mom and Dad got rid of their
old bottles. It smelled like spring, like melted snow and anticipation, but something
wasn’t right: Dad hadn’t tied up his hammock beside the driveway, even though
it had been warm enough for weeks. I decided to ask him about it, but when I
knocked on my parents’ bedroom door, he didn’t respond.
A few days later, examining the house from the back of the school bus, it
hit me. The hydrangeas weren’t there.
In the pictures I took when other flowers bloomed, the dying hydrangea bush is
the first thing I notice. Bare sticks poke out of the ground where the flowers used to be.
The last June on Clover Road, Jimmy and I popped wheelies on potholes
in the cul-de-sac. There were new potholes every spring, but that year, they were
especially deep and jagged. “Where’s Dad?” I asked on our first bike ride of the
season. “I want him to inflate my tires.”
“Dunno.”
I ran inside and yelled “Dad!” in the empty foyer.
“He’s asleep,” Mom said.
A few days later, just before sunset, Mom called out from the front porch,
“Dinner!” So Jimmy and I unclipped our sweaty helmets, tossed our bikes on the
lawn, and followed Mom inside.
“Spring rolls and alfredo,” she beamed, sliding off her oven mitts. “Your favorite.”
“Oh, Mom, I’m sorry, I forgot to make a card.” Jimmy stared at the floor.
He had that sad, frantic look in his eyes, which made him look younger than me,
instead of older.
Mom raised her eyebrows and took her seat in front of the window. Her
frizzy hair looked like a spider web in front of the fading evening light. “What are
you talking about?”
Jimmy looked at her, then at me—I shrugged—and then his face turned
red. “Spring rolls, alfredo, I figured it must be your birthday.”
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Mom laughed. “Not my birthday,” she said, watching us scoop food onto
our plates.
“Where’s Dad?” Jimmy asked, and my heart sank. I hadn’t even wondered
where he was.
“That’s the thing,” Mom said, crossing her hands in her lap. “Dad is sick.”
“What?” Jimmy and I squealed.
“Is it cancer?”
“Is he gonna be okay?”
“But he doesn’t look sick,” I said, a little too loud.
“He’s in the hospital,” Mom said, stopping our questions. “It’s hard to explain.
He loves you two very much. It’s just that right now, he needs to take care of himself.”
“So that’s why you made alfredo,” Jimmy realized, standing up. “So we
wouldn’t be sad.”
“Oh, honey,” Mom began, putting her hand on his. The circles under her
eyes looked like bruises in the harsh fluorescent light. Jimmy scooted his chair back
from the table. “I’ll be in my room until Dad explains why he didn’t tell me. I’m
old enough to know these things!” I watched steam rise from his untouched pasta
and counted his stomps up the wooden stairs.
In the picture I took after Jimmy’s graduation, Dad looks distant. Jimmy
stares. Mom squeezes him tight.
The last July on Clover Road, Mom turned on the air conditioning. It was
hot, the hottest month ever in Massachusetts, and the heat found its way inside.
“Do you want to ride bikes?” I’d ask Jimmy, standing outside his closed door.
“I have to pack,” he’d grumble. So I’d go out and ride by myself, farther
and later than Mom would’ve let me if she’d known.
In the pictures I dragged them outside for during a fiery summer sunset,
Jimmy scowls. Mom looks confused.
The last August on Clover Road, we ate alone. Mom filled the pantry with
things she’d always refused to buy: rice crispy treats, sugary peanut butter, mini muffins.
I woke up first, and I relished every quiet morning. For weeks, all Jimmy said was,
“When can we see Dad?” Mom would tear up and tell him, “I don’t know, Jimmy. Soon.”
I started packing before Mom told us we were moving. I just knew. Home
was empty without Dad, like a haunted house left decorated till summer. And when
I asked Mom why we hadn’t gone out to eat or taken our annual trip to Six Flags,
she said money was hard.
When it was too hot to go outside, I toured the house. I dusted off Dad’s
architecture books in the study and tried out the armchairs in the parlor. They were stiff.
When Mom finally told us, I’d already sorted which toys I was keeping and
which I’d get rid of. I didn’t mind; I’d outgrown my dolls and blocks anyway. As Jimmy
finished packing—not just what he needed for college anymore—I stood at the fireplace,
studying photographs. It was odd, I realized, that Dad wasn’t in any recent shots.
The new house was twenty minutes away, still in Middletown. It was
small and brown, with a little balcony off the master bedroom. When we arrived
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with the first round of furniture, I claimed the bedroom over the street. Mom called
us to the kitchen for lunch, but Jimmy stayed in his empty room.
In the pictures I took the first day at our new house, Mom smiles with her
lips, but she doesn’t smile with her eyes.
The first September on Blossom Road, Mom and I visited Dad twice
a week. The first few times, I stared at the reflection of the ceiling lights in the
white tile floor as Mom wrote our names in the visitor log. After that, I peered at
the pictures on each patient’s door: a family smiling in front of a Christmas tree, a
couple on top of a mountain. They all looked so normal, so happy. I brought Dad
the pictures I’d taken that summer.
“Do you want me to put these up?” I asked after showing him the photos
in the family room. He nodded weakly and smiled, but not his usual toothy grin. He
wore flannel shirts and wool socks—an outfit he used to reserve for bed.
“Why can’t he just come home with us?” I asked Mom when we left the
first time. “He doesn’t look sick.”
“That doesn’t mean he isn’t,” she said, wiping her eyes.
The first October on Blossom Road, we stopped getting mail for the
previous residents. Mom bought me new Taylor Swift posters. Jimmy came home
for fall break, and he told us school was good, but I didn’t believe him.
“I want to see Dad,” he announced after hugging me and Mom.
“All right,” Mom nodded, and we drove to the hospital. I closed my eyes and
felt the car move, guessing each turn and opening my eyes to check that I was right.
“He doesn’t look sick; he looks stronger,” Jimmy whispered when Dad
waved us over to where he was playing cards with two other men. The other guys
left, leaving the four of us to start a new game of BS. I shuffled. When Jimmy lied,
his ears turned red. Mom and I couldn’t keep a straight face. So, as always, Dad won.
“Dad doesn’t look sick,” I repeated on our way out, “but that doesn’t
mean he’s not.” Jimmy shook his head and folded himself into the front seat. As we
pulled away, I noticed a small hydrangea bush beside the brick building. Its petals
were halfway between blue and purple, and they looked strong, like they’d survive
long after the first frost.c
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Richard Cole

Admission
Perhaps in heaven, the blind
will still be blind, the lame
won’t walk, the deformed will not
be otherwise, and it won’t
make a difference. Not a bit. Perhaps
all of heaven is just two
inches away, the earth made
truly in the image of heaven. Hard
to say. If it’s heaven all the way to heaven,
then it might be hell all the way to hell. We see
glimpses in the eyes of the patient dead
walking among us. So too,
in a heaven filled with children
already here. Somehow, this is it. We have all arrived,
a dazzling, infinite world packed
neatly inside our capacity.
If only we could see with both eyes open
what we see with both eyes closed, and perhaps
we always have.
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Richard Cole

Home Depot
I love the smell of lumber late at night,
the possibilities of smooth, clean planks
and finely sanded boards. No ideas but in things
and the things are beautiful—the sharp, ready teeth
of power saws, bright hammers and tacks, precision drills.
Lethal in their own way. Inspiring.
Outside in the parking lot, a soft, steady wind
from the dark Gulf. The stronger we become, the more
we’re afraid. In the great, unraveling journey westward,
we took what was open and made it empty, though that emptiness
is beautiful as well. Across the subdivisions,
lights are turning off in the dream homes, one by one.
An almost nation, atomic and still. Homebuilders,
we do it ourselves.
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Marvin Shackelford

Elf

For Toba
High in vines that thicken as trees,
in a house built of tent poles and flashlights
and the thin cane of homemade fishing rods,
you cradle small spiders according
to the mark of arches along their backs.
You watch the dog swallow the machine
driving a cicada’s throaty life,
and the same must be good enough for you.
Your heart quickens. You grow thin
and brutal, polish smooth the youth
that never tires inside you, and learn
to bludgeon a body to death with charm.
I watch you count love on your fingers’ teeth.
The earth bends back until its spine cracks
with snow and rust and all its bounty
poured across your ample, sneering lips.
Watch against the forest’s snapping voice
falling about you in darkness.
Watch for daylight to end this dream.
We won’t reach your high places again.
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Mimi Drop

Last Gasp
I’ve been planning Mom’s funeral for seventeen years. The coffin will
be built of unfinished pine, a dust-to-dust Jewish receptacle most people ignore in
favor of something showier. Mom’s body will be draped with a traditional linen
tachrichim, a garment so classless (devoid of embroidery or metallic braid), it
would kill her to know that’s how she was last seen in public. My outfit will be
avant-garde, but not too, not inappropriate, a black kid mohair suit Mom sewed a
month after my father’s funeral. She’d been appalled at my shabbiness and taste
when I appeared in an old dress, packed in a hurry, when Dad was in emergency
heart surgery. The shapeless bodice pulled at my breasts like a regressive toddler,
and a moth hole decorated the hem.
The suit was a project Mom sunk her grief into, a Yohji Yamamoto pattern
with ribbons that wrap into a cage-like obi on the long jacket, very Japanese. Once
a year I pull it out of the back closet, fashion’s black hole, where outdated evening
gowns hang with mistakes from the sale rack. Last week I dropped it off at the dry
cleaner. It’s ready for pickup, and very soon, Mom will be, too.
My brother Morrie and I have been sitting in chairs pulled up to Mom’s
hospice bed for three days. My phone forgotten at home, I mentally accessorize
the suit, trying on kitten heels, a cream silk blouse, and Mom’s peacock broach, a
piece I’ve coveted since childhood. Mom’s mouth, open wide, indents her cheeks
into Munch’s Scream. She’d hate the outfit I’m wearing, black athleisure pants with
a plain gray hoodie, cashmere, but too informal for her taste. I haven’t bothered to
blow dry in days, so my hair hangs limply, childishly, in a disorganized bob.
Morrie stretches in the chair, massages his back, and rolls his head around
in circles. Outside, a torrent of rain splats dead leaves into the glass, and the wind
puts out a fearful howl of spookhouse sound effects. Morrie stands and stamps his
feet to wake them up.
This hospice was the most dignified out of the three I considered because
of its elegantly decorated lounge with brocade sofas and faux Louis tables, although
I hadn’t realized none of us would sit there. In hospice, no one leaves his or her
room. The overhead fluorescents in Mom’s are dimmed to a hush, encouraging us to
whisper and tread noiselessly. The broad windows look out on nearly naked trees,
suggesting a poetic leave-taking.
Mom’s partials have been removed by the nurse so she can’t swallow them,
and there’s only one visible tooth remaining, the left front incisor, peeking out of her
top gum, comical, like grinning Alfred from Mad Magazine. She breathes with effort,
with purpose, with instinctive strength. Since she broke her hip three weeks ago, she’s
been silent, unable to say how much it hurts, but the doctor assures me it’s plenty.
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Morrie trots off to the snack bar for coffee, leaving me alone with her.
Picking up her small veined hand, I twine our fingers and try on a loving persona to
see how it feels. If Mom were awake, she’d consider this an intrusion and push my
hand away, but she’s helpless now. She hasn’t eaten or muttered a word since the
fall and her eyes only flutter open when needles poke her consciousness.
The smell of withered skin, antibacterial soap, sterile alcohol, and Lady
Evelyn cold cream form a jumble of scents, both remembered and recently learned.
I crawl into the bed, scooting her over, and hear the crunch of Mom’s diaper,
another mortification she’s too absent to protest. This hostile gesture, revenge, if
you will, is for the week my son, Leo, was born. Mom, visiting for the bris, and
supposedly there to help (although no help was forthcoming), took note of my
infatuated face as I scattered kisses on Leo’s tiny cheeks, nose, and lips.
She said, “I never kissed my babies. I didn’t want to give them germs.”
The truth of that statement, stretched over a lifetime, explained the sadness
that permeated my childhood. It justified why I turned slutty as a teenager, kissing
any boy who offered. Petting, fondling, making out for hours, meant a body cupped
around mine, a good long stretch of delirious pseudo-love. And afterward, the
delicious ache of teen heartbreak, the wallowing in despair. It’s a depth of feeling
I’m no longer capable of as I run my finger down Mom’s emaciated arm. Lifting the
sheet and Mom’s hospital gown, I take in her nakedness, her skin, loose and white as a
baby’s. As weakened as she is, I can’t kiss her as I had intended, not even on the cheek.
When my cat was dying, his breathing was like hers: quick, struggling,
huhh, huhh, huhh, an intake with no audible outtake. As Petey died, the light went
out in his eyes, extinguishing slowly, a rheostat to death. Maybe Mom will open her
eyes long enough for me to witness the finality, to make sure she’s dead.
I want to open the diaper and check Mom’s pubic hair to see if it turned
gray or still matches her beauty-parlor brunette, now badly in need of a touchup. As
I reach for the sticky tab, Morrie’s voice booming into his phone ricochets down the
corridor, and I leap back into my chair.
“Didn’t you bring me a latte?” I ask.
“Sorry, forgot.” No matter how quiet the hospice becomes, Morrie doesn’t
seem to notice, refuses to lower his voice to the hinted volume. He opens his laptop
and checks out again, working, sending notes to his lab.
“Let me have some of yours.”
He holds out the paper cup without taking his eyes off the screen. The
coffee’s still a little warm and tastes like I imagine Morrie might taste if I knew
such a thing, earthy and bitter.
The hospice nurse, a ruddy girl name-tagged Melodie, makes her rounds,
and I ask the daily question, “How much longer?”
“It’s hard to say. A day, a week—she’s a fighter.”
The corner of Morrie’s mouth turns up, trying not to smile. We woke up
every day to the sound of Mom screaming at someone, usually Dad. Most of it
was a tedious litany of complaints: Dad didn’t take the car in for a tire rotation
and she had to, and the men at the garage didn’t listen to her because she’s a
woman; the synagogue ladies took her off the gift committee because she wasn’t
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rich enough (i.e. Dad didn’t make enough), though really it was because she was
better educated. There was always an affront, a slight or a demonstration of neglect,
accompanied by a hint of superiority.
Not so superior now, in a disposable diaper.
Mom moans. Melodie, wearing scrubs printed with romping puppies,
swabs her mouth out with a little sponge to keep it moist, squirts morphine onto her
tongue, massages her throat until she swallows, and notes the time on an electronic
tablet. Her movements are practiced and hurried, as though she’s watched a hundred
people die, a thousand. No big deal.
Melodie leaves, and while Morrie frowns over his laptop, I examine
my leather boots, stained around the soles from rain, and drift to the imaginary
conversation I’ve had with Mom many times.
“You know, Mom, you never liked me much.”
She’d be sitting up in her favorite chair, iron-backed, and pointing with an
embroidery needle, like a dart waiting to be thrown. “I’m your mother, not your friend.”
“That’s rather obvious. At least you could pretend to respect me, as a
fellow adult. With Morrie, you’re deferential, obsequious.”
“Now you’re being ridiculous. First of all, I loved my two children the
same, equally. Second, Morrie is special: a special child with special needs.” The
specialness established, her eyes return to her sewing. “Did I ever tell you about the
time Morrie was given an IQ test?”
“Yes, many times.”
“Well, the teacher said she wasn’t allowed to give out the actual number,
but she held her hand over her head. . . .”
“I’ve heard this one. . . .”
“Yes, over her head, to indicate how high it was.”
“What about my IQ test?”
“I don’t think they gave you one. If they did, it couldn’t have been remarkable.”
“There, you see, right there, that’s what you do.”
She stares at me, uncomprehending.
“You belittle me, dismiss me, as though I didn’t count.” My eyes tear up and
I feel sorry for myself as if we really had spoken, a deep rousing pity that justifies my
disloyal fantasies of the previous year: Mom, diagnosed with uterine cancer, going
bald, and forced to sit in the synagogue at the high holidays in an unflattering turban;
Mom, pricking her finger on a sewing needle and developing slow blood poisoning,
visiting doctor after doctor, remaining undiagnosed; Mom, looking back on her life
and crackling into a pillar of salt like Lot’s wife, blowing away in a strong desert
wind. As I get older, the malicious thoughts have gotten more inventive. Who knew
all she had to do was fall down? I should feel guilty, I suppose. I don’t.
Mom’s breathing quickens and Morrie glances over. Is it concern for his
mother who doted and bragged and wore her pride on her smug smile, front and
center? There’s a flicker, but not much more, duty or pity perhaps. He’s waiting
for this to be over so he can hop a plane to his conference in Vienna. This whole
deathbed thing is a terrible inconvenience to his schedule.
I’m tired of sitting with him, virtually alone. “Morrie, what do you
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remember about our childhood?” I try to be upbeat, friendly. He was a good brother
long ago, if a little mean.
“What?”
I repeat the question.
Morrie looks up, his attention slowly turning to me, his dreamy smirk
saying he’d rather not interrupt his work. “Oh, I don’t know, football I guess.”
“Remember when you taught me to play football with rolled up socks?”
“Did I?” Morrie’s fingers are tapping on his knee, itching to type.
“Yes, you loved to tackle me and sit on my back until I pleaded for mercy.”
“I don’t recall. We played cards a lot, I remember that.”
“War and Gin Rummy and Hearts. You never let me win once.” I try to
keep the whine out of my voice, the lingering insecurity.
“Why should I? That wouldn’t teach you to play.”
“You took extra points for rule infractions when I was five.”
“I didn’t write the rules.” Morrie is sitting straighter, ready to defend himself.
“You were seven years older. You took advantage.” I walk to the window
and lay my forehead against the cold damp glass. “Age superiority was your trick
card.” He made me feel stupid. He still does.
I page through memories to find the most damaging. “Remember when
you told me that scary story about cat dissection? ‘The cat is splayed open,’ you
said, holding an imaginary knife, ‘matted fur covers the eyes, and after you slice
his stomach open, you see all his organs in a gory mess.’ I had nightmares about
that cat for months, and avoided biology for six years. By that time the school was
broke and they only had money for frogs.”
“Oh, for chrissakes, are you trying to pick a fight? Because I’ve got work to do.”
On a roll, I continue. “I was only three when I asked you to play hide-andseek and you left me in a bathroom cabinet for two hours. I waited patiently, not
knowing you left the house to go play baseball with your buddies. The cabinet door
was stuck, and I pounded and yelled, but Mom didn’t hear me until lunchtime.” Morrie
was the center of my universe, the only person who paid attention to me. I trusted him.
“You know, I was only a kid, too.”
“Funny, I don’t remember you being a kid.”
He laughs and starts typing again, dismissing me.
I look back at the noisy skeleton that used to be Mom. Hatred, kept
warm under layers of selective memories, swells in my chest like the flu. It
wasn’t just that Mom loved Morrie, she disliked me, in particular, my weakness
in mathematics, my talent for drawing, my long hair and flat chest, my thrift shop
forays and romance books, my so-called rejection of her by not being like her.
Morrie shifts in his chair and moves his laptop from his right knee to
his left without taking fingers off the keyboard. He’s a genius all right, a master
of shutting out other people, an expert at living in his mind. Here in the sterile
atmosphere of the sickroom, his abrasive tweed jacket and overlarge walking shoes,
his bristly moustache and myopic stare give him an outsized presence that looms
over the sanitized blanket and cheap framed print of swans lazily circling an infinite
pond that are the only spots of color in Mom’s true final resting place.
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“Can you close that window shade? There’s a glare on my screen.”
I close the shade. Morrie’s fingers keep tapping, and I listen to the hideous
struggle of Mom’s breathing. It’s tempting to pick up the pillow under her head and
smother her, shut out the awful, awful sound. Excusing myself, I wander down the
hall, peeking into rooms. The majority of the “loved ones” have already closed up
shop for the business of dying, surrounded by bored family, or lying morbidly alone.
One weeping horrified spouse, already deserted in the practical sense,
clutches at her husband’s hand and begs him to say something. This is why
humans fear death, the dread of being really, truly alone, stuck in one’s own head
for eternity, unable to see oneself reflected in others. For a true loner, the last day
wouldn’t be so different from any other day. Morrie won’t mind dying.
The smell of antiseptic is hovering in overheated air. Old people can’t
stand the cold; they shiver in the sunshine bereft of body heat. When Dad died and
Mom parked herself in front of CSI seventeen years ago, she gave up her cotton
blouses for Mohair sweaters, jacked up the thermostat to eighty and bought wool
trousers she wore year round.
I’ve adjusted to the peculiar rhythm of silence punctuated by sound.
Compared to the machine hum of the hospital, the unplugged stillness underscores
the squeak of rubber nurse’s shoes, the occasional outburst of mourning visitors,
the cooing of chipper aides, and the residents’ intermittent moaning. Together it
forms a jingle of cheer-masked horror, a Stephen King nervous giggle after the
axe murderer arrives. It’s an unnatural place, this container to store the dying. The
patients should be home, propped up on pillows they’ve always known, but no one
wants to care for them, not me, and least of all, Morrie.
At an oddly light-filled doorway, I stop to strip off my sweater, and the bedridden
woman inside waves her hand up and down as though fanning the air around her.
“I’ll find a nurse for you,” I say, but the woman beckons me inside.
“May I tell you something shocking?” asks the petite woman, round
and bursting with elfin energy. Her dyed blonde hair bounces on her cheeks in a
curly bob, and her face is unlined, as though it were preserved by surgery. Smooth
cheeks, unblemished by freckles or skin tags, show off a warm smile. Her rosy
lipstick is applied with a still-expert hand. Covering her shoulders and skimming the
top of the sheet is a glamorous pink satin bed jacket like a movie prop from the fifties.
“They forgot my lunch. I might be the only one on the floor still eating.”
She tips her head coquettishly.
I’m astonished by her plump arms and alert eyes. The contrast between
her and Mom is like the corpulent Ghost of Christmas Present and the silent, bony
Ghost of Future-Yet-to-Come.
“Oh, dear, I’ll find someone,” I say.
She opens the bedside drawer, takes out an old-fashioned red alligator coin
purse and hands me a ten. “Would you be a darling and run to the snack bar? I’m
dying for a donut and a cup of coffee.”
The pun makes me blush.
“Oh, I made a joke, didn’t I?” Her giggle is a girl’s, high and lively, an invitation.
“I’d be glad to.” Relieved to be of use to someone, I wave off her money.
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At the snack bar, I buy a selection of donuts and cookies, two coffees, and
a small box of flat candies called Turtles, taking pleasure in the hedonism. I gave up
sweets after Leo was born because Mom called me fat.
I lay out the spoils on my new friend’s bed; the gifts are met with little
squeals of appreciation. Delighted by the chocolate donut frosted with chocolate
icing, she licks the topping off before sinking her teeth into the cake. Finished,
she takes out a mirror to wipe the corners of her mouth and apply another coat of
cheerful pink.
I eat the powdered sugar donut, covering my black pants in white powder.
“Oh, my, that was perfect,” I purr. “I’m Bebe.”
“Oh, where are my manners? Evelyn.” She presents a limp-wristed, queenly hand.
I shake her fingers.
“Are you visiting someone?” Evelyn’s voice is melodic, as if she’s sung on stage.
“My mother. She’s down the hall.”
“I’m so sorry.” Evelyn responds with true emotion, like someone still
turned outward, toward life.
“Excuse me for saying so, but you look amazing.”
“Ha! Don’t apologize for that.” She pulls the sides of her bob and the curls
spring into flattering ringlets. “One has to keep up appearances, or they feed you
morphine and put you in diapers. I intend to go in my sleep and cheat those robbers
in the front office; none of that lingering on machines for me. That’s why I came
here.” She reaches into the drawer again and pulls out a pair of rhinestone earrings
curled into spring leaves, pale green, the antithesis of the soggy flat brown ones
pressed against the window, and clips them onto her long earlobes, stretched from
wearing such treasures for years.
“Gorgeous,” I say, wondering what could possibly be wrong with her,
wrong enough to send her to hospice. I suppose it would be rude to ask.
The sparkle of rhinestones lights up her face. “Do you play cards?” Evelyn
pulls out a deck of Tiffany playing cards, pliable and worn.
“I used to play with my brother, Morrie. He’s down the hall, too, but we
haven’t in years.”
Evelyn cuts the cards and shuffles with flashy expertise. “Hearts?”
We play three rounds, and Evelyn beats me every time, but it doesn’t
matter; we have a blast. In the last round, Evelyn manages to take all thirteen hearts
and the Queen of Spades, zeroing herself out and winning the game with such a
flourish that the shock on my face sends her into peals of laughter.
“You’re a card shark,” I say, laughing with her. It isn’t like losing to stiff
old Morrie who plays with grim resolve, biting his lower lip because losing to an
inferior is deplorable.
“I’ve just been playing a long, long, long time.”
Where are her children? I can’t ask. You never know what family dramas
lurk beneath the surface. But Evelyn is the kind of mother to inspire genuine loss,
with grandchildren gathered at the foot of her bed, telling stories about family
vacations, cookie-decorating marathons, and advice given freely and with good
intention. If I were her daughter, I’d paint her nails purple, read aloud from Vanity
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Fair, and bring elegant chocolates we’d punch open to see what’s inside. Perhaps she
never married, spent her life as a beautician or piano teacher, some cheerful profession.
“Tell me about you,” Evelyn says. She folds her hands on the blanket and
leans forward, interested.
“Well, not much to tell, really. I was a copywriter when I lived in New
York, mostly national ads, TV commercials and billboards—that sort of thing—I
guess you’d say semi-successful—now I work long distance from here and have a
son, nineteen, who’s graduating from college. He’s good at math.”
“He is, is he?” She raises her eyebrows.
“Well, you know, he got that from his grandmother, not me.” It’s an ache,
that connection to Mom in Leo, a genetic betrayal.
“But you write, yes? Is he creative, too?”
I massage my forehead. Is he creative? Is he like me in the least? Have
I given him anything besides unruly black hair and an inordinate amount of
affection? He popped out of my body secure in his personhood, not like the other
children, already mature. “He’s creative in a different way, with computers.”
“We all have our talents.”
“What are yours?”
“Well, let’s see. People say I have style. I worked for Nordstrom’s as a
personal shopper for twenty-seven years; can you believe it? Who does anything
for that long?” She reties the satin bow on her bed jacket, without looking, into adready perfection. “My customers depended on me, and that was gratifying.”
“How interesting. I never had a personal shopper. What’s it like?”
As she explains the ins and outs of commissioned sales and preordering
and tailoring to flatter, I think of Mom’s ambitions, not realized, sublimated to timefillers like sewing funeral suits. There was no reason she couldn’t have gone back to
work except for her insatiable need to hover and criticize. Maybe she saw in me a
freedom she’d denied herself, another reason for resentment.
“But you don’t want to hear all that.” Evelyn turns her intent gaze to me
again. “Are you married? Are you happy?”
Ah, happiness. I’ve always sensed it was an illusion, flowers over
quicksand, a pretty cover for an emotion that vanishes without warning. Still, there
have been happy times, mainly because of Leo. Leo is spectacular.
“I don’t know. Sometimes, I guess, like everyone.” I won’t tell her my
husband is a dead weight tied around my ankle, because talking about him would
bring up the heaviness. With Evelyn, I want to feel light.
“Yes, I guess that’s life.” Evelyn reaches for my hand, and the warmth of
that gesture is shocking, pointing to a sense of loss so deep I’m afraid to examine it.
She leans forward and whispers, “I never married, but I had my flings.”
I can imagine her walking out of Nordstrom’s wood-paneled lobby with
a handsome man, his wedding ring tucked in his pocket as he guides her elbow. A
diamond bracelet, a gift, glitters on her arm. Evelyn winks at her friend polishing
the cosmetics counter, and glides out for cocktails and romance.
The trees out the window are silhouetted in the late afternoon sky. I realize
I’ve been gone more than an hour and feel inexplicably guilty, as if spending time
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with Evelyn is disloyal. “I have to be getting back. Can I visit later?” I’m already
planning what treats I’ll bring her the next day, and the day after that.
“Pop in anytime, dear. I’ll be here.” She leaves me with a mischievous grin
and a wink as she lays out a game of solitaire on her bedside tray.
Morrie looks up briefly and bends his head back to his work. He didn’t
notice I was gone. I slip into my seat near Mom and note no change. Eyeing
the morphine longingly, I wonder what would happen if I squeezed a boredomrelieving drop onto my tongue. A pile of books sits on the nightstand. Mom hasn’t
been able to follow the plot of a book for a year, so they must have been in her
suitcase from the nursing home. I consider starting one, but the overhead light is
turned to a mournful half-darkness, too low for paper and ink.
Mom used to be such a reader, not of fiction, no, that would be far too
frivolous for her tastes, not unless a history lesson was imbedded in the plot, like The
Last Confederate’s Widow or The Red Tent, both in the bedside pile. Japanese history
was her mainstay, although I never knew why. Mom loved bamboo furniture and
eating with chopsticks, but the fact that I can only drum up these tenuous connections
highlights the chasm between the mother I claim to know and the self, the person, kept
hidden. Sharing something as intimate as her interests would have made us friends.
Mom’s hair is sticking up in clotted strands on her pillow. I should brush
it, but can’t find her hairbrush and don’t want to contaminate my own. Her lips are
chapped with strings of hanging skin, but I’m reluctant to touch the nurse’s sponge.
Why am I sitting here? Why did I move back to Michigan when Mom
became ill? It hasn’t been a comfort to anyone, not Mom and certainly not Morrie.
Did I think I’d earn a deathbed confession? How absurd.
The streetlights spring on and cast long, late shadows on Mom’s blue
blanket, bringing the end to another unfruitful day of waiting. Morrie closes the lid
on his laptop with a snap. “I’m going back to the hotel to take a shower.”
“I could order food at Mom’s house. Leo’s here for the weekend,
remember? He’d love to see you.”
“Don’t bother. I’ll call room service.”
Like his refusal to stay in the house, his dinner brushoff is expected but
still stings. He lives in hotel rooms, takes solace in the absence of human warmth.
He’ll check in with his wife, the current one, the ex-student who makes his airline
reservations and keeps a lovely home for his brief stays in Boston when he pokes
around the lab and contemplates the efficacy of electrodes to implant in tiny rat brains.
If I didn’t supply Leo’s name, would he know it? “Okay, well, see you in
the morning.”
“About that—I can’t stay here indefinitely.” He tucks his laptop in his
briefcase, the expensive leather one Mom gave him after graduation. “I’ve already
missed a day of the Vienna conference and if I don’t leave on the redeye, I won’t be
able to present my paper. There’s funding involved, and the lab depends on it. Do
you really need me here?”
Need, a slippery word implying incompetence, either at dealing with the
doctors, or bearing Mom’s death without him, a slam in any event, and untrue in
either case.
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“No, I don’t. Feel free to catch your redeye. I’ll phone you when the
inevitable occurs, and we can make arrangements.”
“Whatever you decide is fine with me.”
My funeral planning always included a joint partnership with Morrie,
picking out the specific casket, choosing a funeral home, writing a guest list—the
last chance to do something together as a family. Now I wonder if he, or his kids,
will put in an appearance. I might as well have her cremated. Mom wants to be
buried next to Dad, in the Jewish cemetery, so she can bitch at him for all eternity.
After Morrie leaves, the last of the sun’s glow, pasty behind a cloud,
darkens and the drumbeat of the soggy dead leaves pounds against the window.
If I called Leo, he’d come, but I don’t want to burden him with this horrible rasp
choking out of Mom, her skeletal face and yellow complexion. Why should he see
what’s in store for me, for any of us, at the end? The breathing, the struggle, the
lonely tooth, are my burdens, not his.
I decide to go home, eat pizza with my son, and cuddle on the sofa while
we watch TV, something funny. As the nurse said, it could be days. My raincoat is
warm and dry, and I throw it on and search for the folding umbrella.
The noiseless hall turns noisy; shouts and feet skidding on the recently washed
floors. The ruckus intensifies, coming nearer. I sense where they’re headed. My heart,
a red muscle turned into a Valentine, knows. I run. The crash cart steers into Evelyn’s
room, and the nurse places the paddles and electrifies her body into a contorted jump. A
monitor I hadn’t noticed leaps into life. My chest, racing with fear, pounds.
“Are you the daughter?” asks an unfamiliar nurse.
Evelyn’s face is matte white behind her pink lips. She’s utterly alone.
“Yes,” I say, without hesitation. “Why are all these machines in here?”
“We couldn’t locate her non-resuscitate order.”
“But she didn’t want this.”
“I’m sorry. It’s the law. We’ve given her morphine for the pain. It’s
unlikely she’ll regain consciousness.”
“How long are you going to keep her on life support?”
“I’ll straighten it out with the office in the morning.”
The unfairness is palpable. As if a beloved mother’s life, her final hours,
is a matter of paperwork. The shock of her absence stabs me with the loss of
possibility. Evelyn’s heart is too large, too filled with life, to fail. Still, it did.
The visitor’s chair next to Evelyn’s barely alive body is covered with
equipment. When the nurse wheels the crash cart out of the room, I stand above her
and capture the lovely face. The machine breathes for her, the morphine soothes
her, and the heart monitor blips in counterfeit regularity.
All I have is an hour’s worth of memories, no more, but I feel the transfer
of loyalty like a lost puppy with a new owner. I climb into Evelyn’s bed, put
my arms around her still-warm body and, although she doesn’t respond, I know
she’s hugging back. I kiss her right on the mouth, softly, and picture myself in a
black suit, looking avant-garde but not too, with pink lipstick and the sparkle of
rhinestone earrings, pale green like the first leaves of spring, lighting up my face.c
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Gabrielle Garofalo

The night you saw the moon and God
The night you saw the moon and God
Life had just broken souls like breadsticks
So magnets went your eyes—
Every morning he gets in,
No clichés, no worn questions, it happens,
Full stop, breath your enemy,
But the tightrope walker
So gorgeous when holding his breath
Keeps breathing days, rips up your breath, your core,
Plays hard when it comes to life—
Have you ever met him?
Point is you skip shadows and holding trees,
Point is books kiss you off, see?
The child’s holding bread,
The mother holds a pomegranate, the symbol of soothing death—
Who knows, she might be friends with Hades and Kore—
Anyway, some think he’s all sunsets and stars,
Some say he’s bit hard to handle, a nuisance, an artist,
But he’s just that, my soul,
The unexpected lawn getting greener and closer
God so terribly close when death wore white—
Wasn’t it red or blue?—
Nope, she wore white, as ever the wind’s got that many hang-ups—
Of course we both know, stay put and silent and do as we’re told.
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Jared Pearce

Uncanny
He moved
me, turning
his shoulders
where he aimed
words, something
stuck down
his spine,
his eye bolt
shot hot,
his hair cresting
and troughing
where his ocean
wore away the air
around him.
I knew
it was not you.
But I stared
all dinner,
waiting he’d drop
his skin,
turn his rocket
thrusters low,
stop wormholing
me to you—
or make it true.
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Clayton Krollman

The Boiling Point of Light
I saw a video on the internet of a bus driver
talking a woman out of suicide. Maybe you
didn’t know that the Golden Gate has a devoted team of fifty
who paint it red all year long?
They start at one end in June
and change directions by Christmas.
I watch the bus driver help her over the guardrail
and they sit on the concrete.
There’s no audio, but I guess
what he says:
that busted clock rattling inside
her body is what made him stop,
I have one too,
he says; he makes
a dumb joke about how clocks are right at least twice
every day.
He doesn’t tell her that
the painters don’t even stop anymore.
You can look up
what he actually said, if you want,
but it doesn’t really matter.
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Ben Rosenthal

Field Trip
“Deegan Expressway was a warzone,” said Risky, watching the clotted
maples flame from the backseat of the Corvair as they rifled up Route 684.
At the wheel Saigon Rydell spanked the dash. “Orchards! Orchards, here
we go,” he said.
Jamie Likes Me sang Ray Price in a coyote wail to the wheelman’s
dashboard antics, in dreamy synch to the feather tones on the dial. The lonely Price’s
voice sounded amiably manly, an unassailable western butte man towering over a
dainty little thimble in a housedress, a man abiding and trusting his Shawnee scout,
maybe laying roses upon the wife’s bier when a smallpox outbreak claimed her. When
the song came to an end, the western baritone of the DJ brayed out the letters-ofcall: “1050, Dubya—H—N.” Before Price, there had been songs by Glenn Campbell,
Crystal Gayle, Anne Murray, Dolly Parton, this doddering cracker named Milsap.
“I want all red ones,” said Risky. “Want to knock all the red ones off the trees.”
“You still gotta pay,” said Jamie.
“And I want the potato gun; I want to fire spuds at the cardboard eye.”
“I want to fuck the place up,” said Jamie.
“I want to sow dread.”
“Pace yourself,” said Saigon.
One time, stuck in traffic on the Willis Avenue Bridge, they had seen
Timothy Leary gargling some nameless scuzz while a blonde girl rubbed his
shoulders. It was tough to say whether he was sleeping or awake. Leary was the
enemy, but none of them could say why, except that Eldridge Cleaver had eightysixed him from his compound in Angola, said, “America, your honky is one sad-ass
ringmaster, a dipso: take him back.” And here he was, the antique psychedelic lout.
Ten years ago the blarney he was shitting could fill auditoriums; now he was passed
out in a Listerine-green Monza on the dodgiest little drawbridge in New York. They
laughed and hawked loogies at his window. He didn’t see it. Risky said she was
glad he didn’t see, once they were off the bridge. Saigon knew she didn’t want to
hurt the man’s feelings. Jamie Likes Me, for her part, wished they had.
That trip, gatecrashing a folk festival of Pete Seeger’s, never panned out.
The car broke down in Larchmont, the fan belt snapping on the Hutch. Using Risky’s
fishnet stockings as a stopgap proved untenable. Seeger would play unheckled, still
hopeful, gypsy-picking his laminated plywood as the Earth dropped off its space
tacks, cruised inevitably toward the nuclear riot of the sun. Risky felt the trip was
cursed the moment they hawked gobs at Leary. The directive this time: no spit.
On these trips, Viking raider sorties, three downtown rockers in studs
ramming a plunger down the suburban throat of America, it was a kind of social
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burglary they were after, but the best thing—even though Jamie and Risky wouldn’t
admit it—was escaping the scene. Out of the City they could ditch being The
Leatherettes, just be the refuse of the world as it was. Their archangel pallor would
scare here. “Punk,” it seemed, had made the evening news. The band was Saigon’s
lark: mostly Jamie’s gum-chewing snark, Risky’s faithful bar chords, Saigon’s
throwaway numbers (“Thank You for the Hard On, Crystal Gayle”). Risky and
Jamie were believers; Saigon Rydell was not. You had to be shocked to shock, and
the man was undumbfoundable. By now he’d known a jazzman who cut off two
fingers on his left hand so he could play like Django Reinhart. He’d known a thrash
band composed of coprophagic Hasidim that called themselves Scat Pogrom. He
had lived with The Bloated Hausfrau.
Saigon switched the dial. They almost missed the constant news about
Nixon, three years past now, the old paranoid gone totally MIA. The New Seekers
came on the radio, an ad spot, Saigon singing along: “I’d like to buy the world a
Coke. . . .” A message to Seeger and his friend, the granddaddy of all snot-gobbers,
Woody Guthrie: no machine killed fascists, but a Coke machine could sure put a
dent in the blues.
“Gas station,” said Saigon.
“Another Coke?” said Risky.
“She’s smart,” said Jamie.
“I’m pulling over.”
He exited. The moment he opened the door, the air hit him, and it was
as though he was burning alive: the thermal quickening the season in his blood.
He wanted to claw his way back into the car, but they expected him to walk, strut
to the vending machine against the stone wall of the station in his tight, almost
phosphorescent green leather pants. He didn’t want to tell them how young he felt,
or how old he felt a second later.
He was drinking a lot of Cokes now. He didn’t know why. He needed them.
When the chute sprung the can, he held it, twirling it against his palm. He rubbed it
on his forehead, the aluminum chill warming him, drawing his eyes to the browning
leaves. The can was as much a love affair as anything Risky presented. He knew that.
He swallowed the Coke and set the can on the stone rim in front of a tree,
staring at it to make the warmth come back, but it had done its job and was done
working. He got in the car, feeling he didn’t know the other two inside anymore. He
would drive until that feeling passed. Maybe the orchard would do it. The orchard
would be his Coke can.
If they were going to make hell in the hayfields, they would require some
snake spit in their veins. While Jamie ran into the liquor store, Saigon and Risky got
the car washed. It was one of those places that drub you spotless with the octopus
wipers, and while the Corvair did its laving ribbon run, they undid their zippers.
With Risky atop him in black, he had to imagine what he normally saw at home.
Saigon had noted that if Risky was squalid, her sex was not. He figured unearthing
her he’d greet the ash stains of a chimney sweep, but youth kept her immune to the
brack and grime that riddled her alley cohorts.
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It was a year since Saigon found her drumming on a trashcan lid in the
park, a ring of novena candles she had shoplifted featuring the Angel de la Guarda
lighting up her corrugated snare, her circle of itinerants mostly drear, corroded
human freight, a crush of long-gone Woodstockers, here or there a loose Village
anarchist who’d known Valerie Solanas before her gun days.
She wouldn’t talk at all about her family until she was using, and then
would talk a lot. She had come from Delaware, from a small Irish clan that was not
particularly mean, nor particularly kind, lost in the swarming rabble of sourpusses
from Fermanagh who hemmed them in on all sides like rotting clover. They were
not like the boisterous Italians who ran clotheslines across his fire escapes, or his
own debacle of an Ozone Park clan, hostages to Bolognese and terracotta, neoPalladian flourishes applied to interior design. They were not like his dad who
whacked his brother with a nub of a broom handle, simply bayoneted the poor shit
above the brows. They were not like the whole brick tract of Calabrian housemaids
who never recovered after Arthur Godfrey fired Julius LaRosa on the air.
Saigon had a mother from San Juan, and that torqued the LaRosa types. She
spoke Spanish; he didn’t. Dad didn’t and wouldn’t. Brother couldn’t. After a thunder
whack of the push broom handle across his brother’s frontal bone, mother releasing
weasel screams and rapping her fists off Dad and then bending over her second son,
pronouncing him dead on the spot while his pulse raced and his head smacked the
linoleum in faultless rhythm, Saigon going down to one knee holding it and telling
his mother to shut up while Dad backed against the wall and watched everything
like it was suddenly too much for his senses, brother wouldn’t speak at all.
Jamie came out from the liquor store, unzipped her leather jacket, and
pulled a Harvey’s Bristol Cream from inside, passing it to Risky, who held the
bottle up as though handling a squirrel corpse.
“The whisky and the wine were too close to the register,” said Jamie.
“It’s leaded, you know?”
“It’s perfect,” said Saigon.
“But not as good as Coke,” said Risky.
The orchards stretched across Orange Moon and dropped off into hills.
Risky vomited on the bottom of one while Jamie scoffed. They left their basket of
Cortlands near the puke and headed up a grassy ledge, steeling for action.
Kids rolling gourds in the pumpkin patch tumbled heartlessly on top
of each other’s prone backs. The farmers who ran Orange Moon were bilious
Germans, just barely holding in their worries about Westchester’s potential litigants,
their fear that the toddlers might cripple under a pumpkin’s slow rolling weight,
concuss under the recoil of the potato gun.
When the trio passed by these farmers, standing in a line and actually
holding rakes, Jamie wanted to sieg heil, and Saigon thought that wasn’t too swift.
They were a fat, miserable lot in bib denims, the son and daughter lavishly freckled,
destined to inherit a farming life begun two Reichs back in the shires of Schleswig;
they didn’t need this Yankee scuzzball’s acid razz.
In front of the cider stand, Risky began jumping up and down.
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“Donuts, please,” she said, standing a precocious inch from Saigon’s face.
“Please, daddy, please, daddy,” said Jamie, jumping up and down.
“Stop, you’re not funny,” said Risky.
Saigon got on line for the donuts. The younger families looked befuddled
but pleasant. A little boy asked his mom about Saigon’s earring and was duly
shushed. An old couple, their mismatching polyesters seeming austere, grimaced at
the sight of him, shaking their heads.
“What?” said Saigon. “You never seen a wop before?”
“Excuse me?” said the old man.
“Are we not entitled to our autumn fruit?”
“Son, it’s not my business to scold you. I’m just buying donuts.”
“Let me.”
“What?”
“It’s on me.”
“We’ve got money. You don’t need to,” said the wife.
“No no no, it’s on me.”
At the front of the line, Saigon said, “Gimme eight cinnamons, three of your
powdered sugared, and two borings. That’s ‘plain’ to you. And for these two here”—
he swung his arm back toward the old couple, turning around. “What do you want?”
“He’s not paying for us,” said the husband.
“It’s my money. Tell you what,” Saigon said the donut girl, a ruddy, nutshaped and endearingly lazy-eyed teenager. “I’ll take twenty of each for American
Gothic here.”
“We don’t want them,” said the wife. “We’ve got our own money.”
“God, you two are really burning my ass,” said Saigon. “You beg me to
buy you sixty donuts all the way up to the front of the line. At last I blink, and now
you act all noble before Cindy here. Is that your name?”
“Bess,” said the donut girl.
“And poor Cindy, who has one job to do which doesn’t include dispensing
Geritol or handing over fat rounds to a welfare case, has to deal with an angry
greaseball losing his shit among the apples. Well, that’s it. The offer is retracted.
Cindy, gimme my donuts.”
Bess silently bagged the donuts with her head down. It was one bulging
bag when she was finished, grease already feeding its way through the wax paper,
like a science experiment.
“Thank you, Mindy,” said Saigon.
The girl raised her eyes and with a stabbing little smile said, “Bess!”
“Put your hand out, Tess, on the table, palm up.”
“Why?”
“Just do it.”
The girl watched the line growing impatient, and this seemed to release
a little Lucifer in her smile. She put her hand down on the counter, palm up, as
ordered. Saigon brought his down in one motion, and Bess slid her hand away just
in time. He smiled almost wistfully, cocking his head a bit.
“Sad,” he said.
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“Why?” she said, a hopeful little glint in her eyes.
“You failed the test.”
“Failed? What test?”
“Only connect, baby,” said Saigon. “Only connect.”
Bess’s cheeks cratered a little under the eyes, and she just looked at him,
waiting for a reversal. Saigon shrugged, turned, did a little pugilist dance for the
oldsters, then copped his donuts, walking away from the stand without turning,
Bess still watching him when the old man stepped up to claim his bag.
Saigon did not feel the way he’d hoped; Bess was nice. The warp spasm
could not be summoned.
Risky and Jamie jumped into the hammock by the barn, rocking it ever so
between a pair of elms. Saigon noted with pleasure that women in a hammock together
always became dreamy as fairy dust; the hardest Rosie the Riveter would go demure
upon the netting with a friend; a little sway and their heads would gently click: bells.
Risky was, he noticed, still growing, her face even less plump than last
week. The dirty trick, thought Saigon: what do you grow for but to kick off the
downhill slalom. And your luminous labors won’t help you. Da Vinci was as dead
as any strip miner in coal country. Let her earn her dour lines. Was it in those dour
lines his own warp spasms had been lost? The cider girl was . . . nice. He needed
those spasms back. Nell had wanted him to have them, told him he was Cú Chulainn
reborn and storming adamantine pillars of the most unreasonable history. He could
bring down the plutocratic state. What it took was Cú Chulainn’s shock-warring
notions, his “warp spasms” and lunar tantrums, to really put the scream in their guts.
She had salvaged him; if he was Cú Chulainn, he would not be that Ozone
Park skunk taking collect calls from an upstate prison, listening blankly into the
phone while his father frontloaded the calls with hurried questions, desperate and
obsequious ones, seeking dispatches from a life he had sired and, now that that life
was gone to him, had suddenly turned him frantic, desperate for a tunnel back into
good grace. After a year, Saigon stopped accepting the charges.
When a year later his father came through the door, his hair brilliantined
and the cross dangling from his neck four times bigger than the one he left with,
Saigon ran away. He moved around, drove trucks, doctored motorcycles, tried
commune life, got railed from commune life, his obstreperous ways unsettling to
the credulous longhairs. Back in New York, stumbling through SoHo, thirty, he
would encounter Bloated Hausfrau.
They had come to New York, beckoned by the ascot-wrapped sleaze
peddler Vaughn Spindell. At his expo on Houston Street, Saigon watched their
frontwoman Nell Farnsworth, the woman inserting what she called a “dowsing
miracle quill” into her anus and squatting over a paper runner on which some
Samarian aphorisms were then dripped; later on in the expo, she copulated
with a man she’d picked at random from the crowd. The man had a ghoulish
keloid hewing down his cratered jaw, and it turned out he was a plant, a London
underworld figure turned batshit outrage agent, a Situationist statesman who had
once done shakedowns on quaking pornographic “loop” booth owners in his East
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End cockney, now flavoring SoHo with the sight of his angry dick.
Saigon, plastered, introduced himself afterward. Nell asked him what he
thought of the show.
His gorge rising, he stuck a finger down his throat and promptly vomited.
“Well,” she said generally. “He gets it, through and through.”
She took him back to her hotel that night, and when the sun came up he thought
he heard wedding bells clanging from armory chapels. Nell must’ve seen something
too: his mineshaft eyes, the Roman honker on his face vividly the forlorn boxer’s. She
would whittle him into being, like Warhol with his foundlings, making them superstars.
And he admired her. Nell ran from home not just in her body. A child of
the Blitz, she saw her home spared but the district decimated by the V-2 bombs,
those loud, ballistic falcons that squalled in in waves after the Red Warning signals.
She could hear the high whine and plunge of their suicidal courses down to bedrooms.
In daylight she and her little friends would gallop the bomb-razed tracts, picking
through charred dresser tables, roofless parlor rooms that looked like theater sets.
It wasn’t serious, only when a hand was discovered, or a pair of petrified fingers
welded to a teakettle rim. How could she, seeing those bombsite kitchens, think a
kitchen could ever be a place. Nothing could be what they told you it was, and once
you established who “they” were, you’d go full-on barrel V-2 on their tails.
The gangster flew Saigon to London where “the boy” would put up at
her place. Nights were slow and druggy. A coterie of pagans, college friends from
Nell’s limited spell there, crashed on the carpet night and day. There, a faction of
the Hausfrau played droning, medieval-sounding music rendered squalid by Nell’s
effects. The neighbors were a young couple, strivers who abhorred the unending
racket and rammed hands against the wall in rage. One night the gangster came
over with a vibrasonic console one of the kids had designed. A twist of a knob and
the machine would send infrasound cycle currents upwards of thirty hertz through
the plaster in inaudible range. The group would turn the machine on, leaving
the building each evening while the couple communed in ostensible peace. By
Whitsunday they noticed the husband’s rhyming patterns, strange paranoid flights;
he complained of agonizing bowel cramps not attributable to diet or nerve strain.
The wife herself began riffing, pulling up slime phrases from her paraphasia,
delivering supple beauties like: “Don’t walk to me shat way, I am snot a wild, you
get!” The sonic assault was working.
Saigon protested, said that their particular vandal band had, he thought,
always worked off of decency; there was way too much anticapitalist cruelty out
there for theirs to make a dent anyway. But the machine stayed on, and the couple
fled the flat, their neuroleptic remedies failing to relieve them of the idea that the
building was a paranormal hive.
One night, Saigon smashed the console in front of the group and stormed
off into the night. The next day he came home to an empty apartment. He called the
gangster, who said Nell was at his place. The old man said he’d be better off not
calling; the woman simply needed to “cool her heels.”
But she never came back to her own apartment. Saigon cried for his
brother all that month; the first time he had ever done so.
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When he got back he found himself drinking a lot of Coca-Cola; he would
see a Coke sign on the wall of a pizzeria and sit there all day, eyes fixed. Staring
long enough, he thought he could see a shadow drinking, a male form in traces, like
a hollow afterimage of something known, and warm waves creased the cold where
it lived in him.
The light was starting to fade. Risky was aiming the potato gun, resting it
on her shoulder, nodding off ostentatiously while angling the barrel and the spud.
There was nothing remotely “punk” about her now.
“Fuck me!” she yelled, hitting the spud off the corner of the wooden board.
A mother covered her daughter’s ears.
“Why why why why why why why!” she said, laughing until she was
sobbing and had gone down to the ground. Jamie laughed. People began moving
themselves away, making space. Saigon located a feeling, something unfelt before
now: embarrassment. And then he felt dread. They were doing all this for him.
Risky thought these drugged jackal theatrics would make him pleased as punch, a
proud papa. He didn’t want to tell her that, though vagabond mob art could have
you running vibrasonic capers on your neighbors’ brains and bowels and that
seductive warp torque would have you channeling the cutthroats of Irish lore while
you copulated to frantic noise modules, life was still the ice cream truck in summer,
Macy’s lights on Christmas Day, and Trick-or-Treat with mom in autumn. It was
the Halloween candy bucket little Sandro toted around in his bopping stride, and the
prime number of his smile when the candy was unwrapped for him. Saigon had lost
him, failed to protect him. Even now Saigon did not know if he was dead or alive.
And it didn’t matter; there was nothing to preserve, nothing to renew or reclaim. It
had all gotten away from him while he was running.
He got down on one knee and grabbed Risky by the shoulders.
“Stop it!” he yelled. “Stop it stop it stop it! Fucking stop!”
Jamie hit him on the back, but he dragged Risky away, past the cider and
the apples, through the orange pumpkin sprawl, not stopping until he had thrown
Risky into the Corvair. And they drove away.
Crossing back over the Third Avenue Bridge and then turning onto the
FDR Drive, he saw the towering neon Pepsi sign trapped among the rat-swarming
jetties of Long Island City. It wasn’t the right brand of cola, but it would have to do.
One eye on the road and the other on the sign, he examined the red light for shapes.
He strained against the neon, looked for the trace of a person, a shadow crossing
through the light, and found there was nothing he could see.c
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Sugar Tobey

Midnight in Brooklyn
Mike the super’s wife died a few months
before I moved into the building
I miss her a lot he said they were very close
I saw the muddy shovel by the back steps
You doing some work around the building
Mike gave me a funny look through his cigar smoke
the dog just died he said she loved that dog
she wanted it buried with her
so I took care of it
Mike had broken into the cemetery
up the block sometime after midnight
dug a hole and buried the dog next to his wife
I admire you Mike I told him you got guts
he gave me that look through the smoke again
man you know you love somebody right
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Matthew Kemp

Redneck Haiku
Chic deer head design:
Twinkly Christmas lights in fall,
Plastic beads in spring.
*
Forgot umbrella,
Bubba runs from house to truck.
“Damn! My mullet’s damp!”
*
Cheap fun, summer night.
Race between county exits,
Loser buys icees.
*
“Yee-haw!!” Bubba yelled.
“Y’all ain’t gonna believe it,”
Dale says at E.R.
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Wei He

Denim’s Wedding
Hoodie is thirty-three this year. He lives alone in a little house. Denim, his
best friend, stays on the other side of town. Every evening, Hoodie takes a bus to
see Denim. The round trip takes about two hours.
It’s four in the afternoon. Hoodie is taking a nap on the couch. He gets
bitten by a mosquito just when a dream starts unfurling in front of his eyes. The dream
is the size of a handkerchief, only big enough to cover his eyelids. His nose goes on
breathing the dreamless breath for another hour until he’s woken up by the itch.
At ten, Hoodie meets Denim at their favorite bar and tells him about the dream.
Denim raises his eyebrows and lifts a beer to his lips. “What was its size again?”
Hoodie makes a gesture with his thumbs and index fingers.
“It was like . . . this . . . big . . . and . . . and . . . this . . . shape.” Hoodie
speaks the way a trickle drips from a leaky faucet.
Denim says, “That was one mysterious dream.”
“I think I know what he’s talking about,” says a guy sitting a few seats
down from them, wasted.
Hoodie and Denim leave the bar together. In the street, Hoodie criticizes the
drunk man. “He had no idea what my dream was like. People like him don’t know shit.”
“You know what, Hoodie?” Denim asks.
“What?” Hoodie pulls at a loose thread from his right sleeve. He’ll soon
need a new hoodie.
They stop at an intersection, waiting for the red light to turn green.
“You’re like a helium balloon filled with ideas,” Denim says.
“What do you mean?” Hoodie keeps pulling at the thread.
“You float, Hoodie. You’re always floating.” Denim buttons up his grey
denim jacket.
The jacket is from Beth, Denim’s girlfriend. Hoodie has known Beth for
two years now. But it’s been difficult for him to form an idea about her. Her face is
blurry as a rolling image in a slot machine.
They cross the street.
“How’s Fatty doing?” Hoodie asks.
Fatty is Denim’s pet hen. She’s eight years old. Hoodie hadn’t known
chickens could live that long.
“She’s doing all right. A bit grumpy.”
It’s already past midnight. The street is cool and quiet like a river in nice weather.
“It’s just that she hates me pumping water in the yard,” Denim says.
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But it’s a nice pump. Its handle is made of wood and in a fancy shape, and,
unlike metal handles, won’t freeze your hand off in winter. Hoodie helped Denim pump
water when they were sixteen. Denim taught Hoodie all about how a pivot worked.
The mosquito is taking a nap on the window when Hoodie gets home.
He curls himself into a salted pretzel on the couch and turns on the TV. He
scratches at the mosquito bite as he watches a documentary about sea urchins.
There is very little action on the screen. Those round spiky creatures don’t do a
whole lot. Unlike the sea urchins, the narrator talks so fast that his teeth trip his tongue.
While staring at a screen of dark blue, Hoodie remembers that he made a
wall with carrot chunks on his plate at breakfast, which stood for five full seconds
before collapsing into an orange splash. He chuckles at the idea.
He believes he did something else, but, like forgetting the faces he’s just
talked to, he can’t remember what it is.
Summer is gone. It’s quite chilly now at night. Hoodie pulls his jacket over
his body.
Oh, and there’s that dream he had in the afternoon.
He wonders how it feels like to be one of those people who have dreams
the size of a blanket.
Fatty sprints into Hoodie the moment he steps into Denim’s yard.
Denim is pumping water into an old bucket.
“Bath time,” he says.
Hoodie scoops up Fatty and holds her in front of him.
She flaps her wings hard. Feathers fly everywhere.
“Beth is coming back from her trip,” Denim says. “And she’d love to see a
clean chicken.”
“When will she be back?”
“Tomorrow afternoon.”
Denim starts scrubbing Fatty’s left wing with a sponge.
Hoodie hears a muffled sound gurgling in her throat, as if she’s just
swallowed a ball of yarn. He knows Fatty doesn’t like Denim’s girlfriend.
“I’m going to propose to her,” Denim says.
“What?”
“A fancy dinner, champagne, everything.” Denim dries Fatty’s round belly
with a towel.
“What do you mean?”
“Hoodie, I’m asking Beth to marry me.” Denim lowers Fatty onto the ground.
“Why?”
“What?” Denim straightens up and turns to Hoodie, his eyebrows tangled
in a knot.
Hoodie doesn’t look at Denim. He looks up.
“What are you looking at?” Denim looks up too.
What can be said about the sky, Hoodie wonders. It is a thick, grey fabric
that only stretches thin where the sun is hiding.
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“It’s going to rain,” Hoodie says. And he holds his hand overhead against
the weather.
Back at home, Hoodie stands at the window and looks at the rain. It is just
past midnight.
A rogue dandelion has sprouted in a flowerpot by the window, where faded
red plastic flowers also stand.
A long time ago, Denim gave Hoodie a cactus, which died five months
later. Then Denim gave Hoodie these plastic flowers. Hoodie dug out the shriveled
cactus from the flowerpot and planted them.
Hoodie looks at the dandelion and tries to figure out what he has done
to deserve these bright yellow petals. Then he shakes his head to get rid of that
terrible, beautiful feeling about everything he owns.
Hoodie puts on a jacket and goes to a 24/7 convenience store.
He gets three beers, potato chips, hummus, and a bag of celery sticks.
The cashier is a young guy, lanky and lonely. He tries to sell Hoodie a pack
of magical cards.
“Do you know what I find magical?” Hoodie looks the cashier in the eye.
“No.”
“A hula-hoop. It’s a shape, but also a toy.”
The guy replaces the cards on the shelf next to a few boxes of condoms.
He grabs Hoodie by the collar and lifts him off the floor. It is amazing to see such
strength in a man like him.
“Are you making fun of my job?” he asks, with tears in his eyes.
Hoodie’s imagination runs wild again. And he’s literally afloat this time.
He imagines himself in a movie, the kind that comes with a voice-over. He sees
himself walking down the street.
“Our main character, Hoodie, is walking down the street,” the voice-over says.
“He doesn’t know where he’s going,” the voice continues.
That’s not true, Hoodie thinks. He’s on his way to see his best friend
Denim. He’s known the man for seventeen years, since high school. He’s been
traveling across town to see him every evening for nearly ten years. That’s what the
movie is about. It’s about me making efforts.
“Hoodie gets bored, turns right at a corner, and sees more of the street,”
the voice says.
I can’t wait to see the man I love, Hoodie thinks. I’m in love.
“Hoodie passes a lamppost.”
Hoodie stops to scratch the mosquito bite on his arm. He suddenly realizes
Denim is getting married. He’s going to marry the girl named Beth. Very soon, he’ll
spend all his evenings with her.
Hoodie snaps back to reality. The cashier shakes him violently before
letting him go.
But the voice-over keeps going.
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“Hoodie stubs his toe on a street sign.”
“Hoodie notices the roof of a café is a little tilted.”
“Hoodie watches his own shadow walking as he walks.”
It’s just that the narration never fits what is happening on the screen.
Evening, again. It’s time to travel across town to see Denim, who is
proposing to Beth tonight. Hoodie has decided not to go, but shows up at the bus
stop out of habit.
The evening air always has a shade between blue and grey. Hoodie thinks
about sea urchins as he waits at the bus stop. He imagines himself on the ocean
floor and wiggles his toes, pretending to feel resistance from the water.
A bus pulls into the stop. Its door swings open and spits out a middle-aged
woman. Hoodie doesn’t move. The bus waits for two seconds and pulls away.
Those sea urchins, they have stayed in one place long enough to become
part of the landscape, the backdrop. Hoodie wonders how long it would take him to
become part of the bus stop if he just stayed still.
Another bus pulls in. The door opens and nobody gets off. The driver
lowers his head, eyeing Hoodie from his seat.
“Where are you going?” the driver asks.
Hoodie shakes his head.
“What does that mean?”
Hoodie shakes his head again.
“Are you lost?” the driver keeps pushing.
“No.” Hoodie whispers.
“What did you say? Your lips move, but I don’t hear a thing.”
The driver shakes his head and closes the door. The bus pulls away from the curb.
Hoodie springs up from his seat.
“Why does a man have to go somewhere?” Hoodie yells after the bus.
What if there were just wet plaster everywhere? Piles of it. Miles of it.
We wouldn’t need words anymore. Whatever ideas we had, we could make plaster
molds of them, work them into something concrete and heavy, something we could
touch and drag along.
Hoodie goes home after all the buses have stopped running. He sits on the couch
and starts drawing circles in the hummus with a celery stick. The phone rings. It’s Denim.
“I’ve been calling you all evening,” Denim says.
“I was out,” Hoodie says. “How was the dinner with Beth?”
“The dinner was great. She said yes. And then she said something else, but
I wasn’t listening. I was too happy to hear anything.”
“You do sound happy,” Hoodie says.
Both sides are silent for a while.
“Hoodie?”
“Yeah?”
“There was a fat spider in my office today, scared the soul out of my
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client,” Denim says. “It’s big, dark, sitting in a corner, minding its own business.”
“Does it have a round belly?” Hoodie asks.
“Yeah.”
“Long legs?”
“Yep.”
“Did you get rid of it? Is it still there?”
“Well, Fatty took care of it.”
“Oh.”
“It feels strange,” Denim says. “I’m getting married, and I’m not going to
see you every day. I’ll miss you.”
“I’ll miss you, too.”
“So, I’m wondering if you’d like to have Fatty move in with you. I’ll
travel to your house to see you both every weekend. How about that?”
Hoodie nods.
“Hoodie? Still there?”
“Were it not for you, I—” Hoodie says. And, before finishing the sentence,
he drifts off to somewhere magical again.
This time, Hoodie and Denim become teenagers again and share a bed.
The room is dimly lit. Hoodie has had a long dream with all kinds of turns and
twists. He sits up and raises his knees to make a small tent with the blanket. Denim
hears him and also sits up. Hoodie starts telling Denim about his long dream with
all the turns and twists.
Denim was right. Hoodie is a balloon of ideas, drifting above everybody’s
heads. Denim is the tether that ties him to our planet.
Were it not for you, Hoodie thinks.
Hoodie imagines what it’ll be like on Denim’s wedding day. While
everybody is floating with joy, he will slowly land himself on the floor and become
part of the heavy backdrop.
“Hoodie? Hello?”
“Yes, yes.”
“You’re saying?”
“I’m saying, you’ll have a beautiful wedding. Everything will be perfect.”
“You think so?” Denim says.c
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Mason LaMarche

Chicken-Noodle Soup for the Clinician:
Pearls and Poetry
In young, male athletes of Italian heritage
check closely for dyspnea, arrhythmia, and electrical voltage.
For restrictive cardiomyopathy,
is more than quite possibly,
the diagnosis of heart failure coming from a single genetically
flawed parentage.
Factor Five Leiden resists protein C.
It is implicated in 20% of deep vein thrombi and 60% VTE.
Hetorozygotes at risk,
homozygotes can’t be missed
When assessing hypercoagulability consider F5 Leid’.
Managing thrombotic ailments in good order
shows DVT and vaso-occlusion is likely to border
diminished flow and pulses
without concern for atherosclerosis;
Be mindful of genetic and inherited disorders!
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John Grey

Dear John Letter
First off
let me say thank you
with entrusting me
with your affection
and your patience
with my slower
than reasonable response.
As someone who
has also given their heart
to someone
it can be frustrating
to put your emotions on the line
in such a way
and have to wait
what seems like years
to hear back.
But it was critical for me
to weigh, to consider,
your proposal carefully
while feeling honored
to have the opportunity
to be an important part
of your life
even if, ultimately,
I regretfully turn you down.
Keep in mind that,
since I turned nineteen,
I have, as my mother puts it,
“blossomed into
an attractive young woman”
and the competition for my companionship
has increased exponentially.
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I thank you in advance
for your understanding
and hope that your heart
finds a suitable pairing in the future
even if it’s not with mine.
By the way, my mother says hello.
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Mauricio Almonte

the trouble with bang
in the beginning
there was no
beginning,
not even
a
there was;
had something
comparable
ever have
happened
it would’ve
been
the day after
yesterday.
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Brandon Marlon

Reading Between the Lines
Dear Writer (no-name treatment bodes ill; poor sap,
recognize the kiss of death or read on at your own peril),
Thank you for your submission of “10 Poems”
to Reprobate Quarterly (we have a strict 2-poem limit).
While we certainly appreciate having had
the opportunity to review your poems,
especially “The Elated Onanist in Apt. #12B,”
unfortunately we must pass on your submission
at this time (or at any time, in case you were wondering).
As you can imagine, we receive many more
submissions than we can possibly publish,
and due to editorial limitations we must
regularly decline works of tremendous merit
(though that hardly pertains in this instance).
This is not a reflection of the quality of your work
(rather, of the disturbed mind that produced it).
We invite you to submit again after six months
(by which time we may have recovered).
If you haven’t already, please do subscribe
to our journal (just because we exclude your work
doesn’t mean we won’t exact your dough).
Best (of luck shopping around such drivel),
The Editors (jejune poseurs in mismatched pajamas)
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Bennington College, Vermont, and
later earned a BFA in painting from
the Athens School of Fine Arts. He
creates dreamlike mindscapes aiming
at a cosmic unity, where nature and the
artifice coexist symbiotically. Avlamis
is a laureate of the International
Emerging Artist Award (Drawing and
Illustration), with works exhibited in
Dubai and Brussels. He was a winner
of the 2018 American Art Awards
(Naïve-other category). His works
may be found in private and museum
collections, most notably the Djurhuus
Collection, Denmark, and the Henan
Art Center’s collection, China.
Mauricio Almonte is a translator and
educator whose work deals with the
intersection between language, logic,
and the sweetly complex fabric of
human existence. He is at work on
an MFA at Florida Atlantic University
and his first book, a collection of
poems, letters, and short stories dealing
with definitions and accompanying
perceptions of madness across the East
and West Indies.
Daisy Bassen is a practicing psychiatrist
and poet. She graduated from Princeton
University with a degree in English
and completed her medical training at
University of Rochester and Brown. She
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has published in Oberon, The Sow’s
Ear, SUSAN/The Journal, AMWA
Literary Review, The Opiate, and
Adelaide Literary Magazine. She has
pending publications at The Cape Rock,
Minetta Review, Delmarva Review, and
Arcturus. She was a semi-finalist in the
2016 Vassar Miller Prize in Poetry. She
lives in Rhode Island with her husband
and children.
Guilherme Bergamini (39, b. Belo
Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil)
graduated in journalism from UNIBH and has been working with
photography for twenty-two years. He
is an enthusiast of and curious about
new contemporary possibilities that this
technique allows. Photography is a way
to explore political and social criticism.
Recognized in national competitions
and festivals, he has taken part in group
and solo exhibitions in South America,
North America, Europe, Eastern
Europe, and South Asia. His work has
been published in several Brazilian and
foreign press vehicles.
www.guilhermebergamini.com
Carl Boon lives in Izmir, Turkey,
where he teaches courses in American
culture and literature at Dokuz Eylül
University. His poems appear in dozens
of magazines, most recently The Maine
Review and Hawai’i Review. A 2016
and 2017 Pushcart Prize nominee,
Boon recently edited a volume on the
sublime in American cultural studies.
Daniel Bourne teaches at the College
of Wooster in NE Ohio, where he edits
Artful Dodge, a magazine of American
fiction, poetry, and essays with a
special interest in translation. His
books include The Household Gods

(Cleveland State) and Where No One
Spoke the Language (CustomWords).
His poems have also been in such
journals as Field, Ploughshares,
American Poetry Review, Boulevard,
Guernica, Salmagundi, Pleiades,
Shenandoah, Prairie Schooner, Plume,
Yale Review, and Conduit.
John Brantingham is the first poet
laureate of Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Park, and his work has been
featured in hundreds of magazines and
in Writer’s Almanac and The Best Small
Fictions 2016. He has seven books of
poetry and fiction, including The Green
of Sunset from Moon Tide Press, and
he teaches at Mt. San Antonio College.
Editor–at–Large of Village of Crickets,
Clara Burghelea is currently taking
her MFA in creative writing at
Adelphi University. Her poems have
been published in print and online
publications, including In–Flight
Literary Magazine, Straylight, Indiana
Voice Journal, Peacock Journal, Full
of Crow Press, Quail Bell Magazine,
Ambit Magazine, and elsewhere. She
lives in New York.
Laurie Byro has been facilitating
Circle of Voices poetry discussion in
New Jersey libraries for over twenty
years. She is published widely in
university presses in the United States
and is included in the anthology St.
Peter’s B List (Ave Maria Press,
2014). Laurie has garnered more IBPC
(InterBoard Poetry Community) awards
than any other poet, stopping at fiftyfive in 2018.
Natalie Campisi is a Los Angelesbased writer and journalist.
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Work from Boston-area writer Con
Chapman has appeared in The Atlantic,
The Christian Science Monitor, The
Boston Globe, and The Boston Herald. He
is currently writing a biography of Johnny
Hodges, Duke Ellington’s long-time alto
sax player, for Oxford University Press.
John Chavers enjoys working as
an artist and photographer. His work
has appeared in Cream City Review,
Whitefish Review, JuxtaProse, Camas
Magazine, Healing Muse, and Glass
Mountain. In June he will be a guest artist
with The Association of Icelandic Visual
Artists (SiM) at Seljavegur in Reykjavík.
Richard Cole has published two
books of poetry, The Glass Children
(University of Georgia Press) and
Success Stories (Limestone Books).
A new volume of poetry, Song of the
Middle Manager, will be published
by Kalos Press in 2018. He is also the
author of Catholic by Choice, a memoir
published by Loyola Press. His poems and
essays have been published in The New
Yorker, Poetry, Dappled Things, Ruminate,
Sun Magazine, and Image Journal.
www.richard-cole.net.
D. Larkin Corvin is a Minneapolis
resident who works with the homeless
community. He enjoys collaborative
storytelling, gardening, political
activism, and connecting over ideas.
He has a master’s in English from St.
Cloud State University and a master’s
in social work from St. Catherine
University/University of St. Thomas.
His poetry has been published in the
Martin Lake Poetry Journal.
Gareth Culshaw lives in Wales. He
published his first collection of poetry

in 2018 with FutureCycle Press. And
he is encouraged by his best friend, his
collie, Jasper.
Mimi Drop edits for Narrative
Magazine. A creative marketing writer,
her work has appeared in The New York
Times, The Washington Post, Vogue,
Harper’s Bazaar, W Magazine, Allure,
Vanity Fair, and dozens of television
commercials. Her fiction and poetry
have appeared in So to Speak, The
Woman in the Glass, and OnTheBus.
Tonya Eberhard’s most recent work
has appeared in DuM dUm zine &
press, Picaroon Poetry, and Shantih
Journal. She lives in Minnesota.
After years working as a human rights
lawyer in Egypt, Mohamed Elsawi
came to the United States to fuse his
passions for human rights and social
justice with his passion for film.
After graduating from film school in
Santa Barbara, he directed four short
documentaries. The full-length feature
The University of Nuclear Bombs
(2010), directed and produced by Joshua
King Ortiz and Mohamed Elsawi, was
selected for the 25th Annual Santa
Barbara International Film Festival
and nominated for the Fund for Santa
Barbara’s Social Justice Award.
Elena Ender is a SoCal native, a
senior at Azusa Pacific University, and
an English major with a concentration
in writing. She invests her passion for
her community and her craft by editing
for both Zu News and the West Wind
Literary Journal. Her hobbies include
crafting, dying her hair with the change
of the seasons, screaming along to emo
music in her car with the windows
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rolled down, and drinking an abundance
of coffee. Twitter: @elena_ender
Jeff Fleischer is a Chicago-based
author, journalist, and editor. His
fiction has appeared in more than forty
publications, including the Chicago
Tribune’s Printers Row Journal,
Shenandoah, Saturday Evening Post,
and So It Goes by the Kurt Vonnegut
Memorial Library. He also authored
nonfiction books, including Votes of
Confidence: A Young Person’s Guide to
American Elections, Rockin’ the Boat:
50 Iconic Revolutionaries, and The
Latest Craze: A Short History of Mass
Hysterias. He is a veteran journalist
published in Mother Jones, The New
Republic, Sydney Morning Herald,
Chicago Tribune, Chicago, Mental
Floss, National Geographic Traveler,
and dozens of other local, national, and
international publications.
Born in Italy some decades ago,
Gabriella Garofalo fell in love with
the English language and started
writing poems in Italian at six years of
age, and is the author of Lo sguardo
di Orfeo, L’inverno di vetro, Di altre
stelle polari, and Blue Branches.
Michael Getty is a writer who lives
with his husband in St. Louis, Missouri.
His work has appeared in publications
such as Aurorean, Healing Muse, and
Pidgeonholes, and is forthcoming in
Tiferet Journal.
Jonathan Greenhause was the
winner of Aesthetica magazine’s 2018
Creative Writing Award in Poetry, the
2017 Ledbury Poetry Competition,
and the 2017 Prism Review Poetry
Contest, and his poems have recently

appeared or are forthcoming in Carolina
Quarterly, december, The Fiddlehead,
The Rialto, and Subtropics, among
others. His second chapbook, Secret
Traits of Everyday Things, was published
by Encircle Publications last September.
John Grey is an Australian poet,
United States resident. Recently
published in Examined Life Journal,
Evening Street Review, and Columbia
Review with work upcoming in
Leading Edge, Poetry East, and
Midwest Quarterly.
Beth Harris is a photographer in New
York. She is a graduate of Pratt Institute
in Brooklyn, NY. Her work focuses on
human emotion and also broadly shared
themes on universal commonalities or
experiences. She has been published in
New York Press, Marie Claire, Block
Magazine, Constellation, NYC Gallery
Guide Magazine, Greenpoint Gazette, Bay
Currents, the U.S. Veterans Administration
website, and ADK Publications. Her
photography has been published in The
Renascent Photography Vol. 3 (2006) and
Resistance, Resilience & Hope (2018).
She has exhibited her photography in
group and solo shows within the United
States and internationally.
www.dephotographe.com
Michelle Hartman is the Editor for the
online journal Red River Review and holds
a BS in political science-pre law and a
certificate in paralegal studies. Her third
book, Lost Journal of my Second Trip to
Purgatory, from Old Seventy Creek Press,
was released last year, as well as her first
chapbook, There are No Doors. These
poetry books, along with Irony and
Irreverence, from Lamar University
Press, are available on Amazon.
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A bilingual playwright and fiction
writer, Wei He holds an MA in creative
writing from Miami University and
an MFA in dramatic writing from
Carnegie Mellon University. Her
fiction and poetry in English and
Chinese have been published in the
United States, China, and Taiwan.
Aiming to write in a way that strips
away the rules and expectations of
what poetry should be, Jude Hoffman
is still working on how to find the
appropriate intersection between being
politically active, writing, and not
taking up others’ space. He hopes that
his style of poetry will begin to provide
whatever catharsis the reader is looking
for. He is the author of the books Am I
Good Enough Now, Dad? and Poems I
Wrote on My Honeymoon (I Am Not an
Expert in Robots or Jesus).
Erin Jamieson received an MFA in
creative writing from Miami University
and currently works as a content
writer for a bridal shop. Her writing
has appeared or is forthcoming in
Flash Frontier, After the Pause, The
Aquarian, Into the Void, The Airgonaut,
Mount Analogue, Blue River Review,
Evansville Review, and Canary.
Matthew Kemp is the full-time
Coordinator for the Learning Center
at Auburn University at Montgomery.
When not training new tutors,
coordinating interdepartmental
programs, or attending committee
meetings, he enjoys writing poetry both
serious and satirical. He also spends his
non-work time gardening or playing
fetch with his dachshund, Ollie. Matt
and his wife Naomi welcomed their
first child in October.

Since retiring a few years ago, Cindy
Knoebel moved from writing corporate
press releases to writing fiction. She is
also the Editor of the online storytelling
platform for Freedom for Immigrants.
Her work has appeared in Anchor
Magazine, The Literary Hatchet, The
Big Jewel, Stray Branch, and Apeiron
Journal, among others.
Individual entries on Richard
Kostelanetz’s work appear in
various editions of Readers Guide to
Twentieth-Century Writers, MerriamWebster’s Encyclopedia of Literature,
Contemporary Poets, Contemporary
Novelists, Postmodern Fiction,
Webster’s Dictionary of American
Writers, Baker’s Biographical
Dictionary of Musicians, and Directory
of American Scholars, among other
distinguished directories.
Currently living in Asheville, Clayton
Krollman is selling overpriced
computers and making as many
mistakes as he can. He is in love. He is
sorry. See his poems and other work at
claykrollman.wordpress.com; send him
mean messages @claytonkrollman.
Mason LaMarche is an MD candidate
at the University of Iowa Carver
College of Medicine. He has written
for the 23andMe publication The DNA
Decoder, as well as for Examined Life
Journal. He is interested in exploring
the relationship between patients and
physicians, and the role physician
burnout plays in modern medicine.
He hopes to bridge the gap between
physicians and patients to help each
party better understand each other in
the healthcare partnership.
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Alcy Leyva is a writer out of New York.
His personal essays, short fiction, book
reviews, and film analyses have been
published in sites such Popmatters, The
Rumpus, Entropy Mag, and Quiet Lunch
Magazine. His first book for Black Spot
Books was released in June 2018.
Ibe Liebenberg is currently in the
graduate program for creative writing
English at Chico State University in
California. His poetry won the school’s
creative writing awards in 2015 and
2017. He has been published in the
Chokma Chickasaw Magazine. He is also
a firefighter for Cal Fire since 2009 and a
proud citizen of the Chickasaw Nation.
Macy Lipkin’s favorite things include
peanut butter, Lori McKenna songs,
and metaphors. Her work has been
published in The Marble Collection.
Now residing in California, Richard
Luftig is a former Professor of
Educational Psychology and Special
Education at Miami University in Ohio.
His poems and stories have appeared
in numerous literary journals in the
United States, Canada, Australia,
Europe, and Asia. His poems have been
nominated for the Pushcart Prize, and
two of his poems recently appeared
in Realms of the Mothers: The First
Decade of Dos Madres Press. His latest
book of poems is forthcoming from
Unsolicited Press in 2019.
www.RichardLuftig.com.
Jeffrey H. MacLachlan has recent work
in New Ohio Review, Eleven Eleven,
and Minetta Review, among others. He
teaches literature at Georgia College &
State University. On Twitter: @jeffmack.

Vytautas Malesh (“Tiger” or “Vytau”) is
a Detroit-based writer of dark, or at least
dusky, fiction. He has an MFA from the
University of Nevada Las Vegas and
is completing his doctoral dissertation
at Wayne State University. His short
fiction has won numerous awards and has
appeared in online and print publications,
notably in Superstition Review, Danse
Macabre, and HERO Magazine.
Academically, he writes on the rhetoric
of clothing—the fashion statement as
thesis statement—as well as composition
pedagogy. He has regularly presented at
rhetoric and composition conferences
since 2014. He teaches composition
and technical communication and
drinks just about the right amount of
coffee for a person three times his size.
A writer from Ottawa, Canada, Brandon
Marlon received his BA in drama and
English from the University of Toronto
and his MA in English from the
University of Victoria. His poetry was
awarded the Harry Hoyt Lacey Prize
in Poetry (Fall 2015), and his writing
has been published in more than 225
publications in twenty-eight countries.
www.brandonmarlon.com
Tom Mead is a UK-based writer of
short fiction. Previous examples of his
work have been published by Litro,
Flash: The International Short-Short
Fiction Magazine, as well as a number
of fiction anthologies.
Jessica (Tyner) Mehta is a Cherokee
poet and novelist. She has authored
six collections of poetry, including the
forthcoming Savagery and Constellations
of My Body, Secret-Telling Bones,
Orygun, What Makes an Always, and The
Last Exotic Petting Zoo, and the novel
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The Wrong Kind of Indian. She’s been
awarded numerous poet-in-residence
posts, including positions at Hosking
Houses Trust and Shakespeare Birthplace
Trust in Stratford-Upon-Avon, Paris
Lit Up, and the Acequia Madre House.
Jessica is the recipient of a Barbara
Deming Memorial Fund in Poetry.
She owns the award-winning writing
services business MehtaFor and founded
the Get it Ohm! karma yoga movement.
www.jessicatynermehta.com.
Jess Mize is a blonde-haired surfer
girl from South Carolina. Her favorite
author is Stephen King.
Amanda Moore’s poetry has appeared
in journals and anthologies, including
ZYZZYVA, Cream City Review, Tahoma
Literary Review, Best New Poets, and
Mamas and Papas: On the Sublime and
Heartbreaking Art of Parenting, and
she is the recipient of writing awards
from the Writing Salon, Brush Creek
Arts Foundation, and the Saltonstall
Foundation for the Arts. She received
her MFA from Cornell University,
where she served as Managing Editor
for EPOCH Magazine and a lecturer in
the John S. Knight Writing Institute.
amandapmoore.com.
Passionate in her love for Los Angeles,
Martina Reisz Newberry currently
lives there with her husband, Brian,
a media creative. Her most recent
books are Never Completely Awake
(Deerbrook Editions) and Take the Long
Way Home (Unsolicited Press). She
has been widely published in literary
magazines in the U.S. and abroad.
Some of Jared Pearce’s poems have
recently been or will soon be shared

in Straylight, Streetcake, DIAGRAM,
Rosebud, and Ear. His debut collection,
The Annotated Murder of One, was
published from Aubade Press last year.
Richard King Perkins II is a statesponsored advocate for residents in
long-term care facilities. He lives in
Crystal Lake, IL, with his wife, Vickie,
and daughter, Sage. He is a three-time
Pushcart winner and Best of the Net
and Best of the Web nominee whose
work has appeared in more than a
thousand publications.
Tom Pescatore can sometimes be seen
wandering along the Walt Whitman
Bridge or down the sidewalks of
Philadelphia’s old Skid Row. He might
have left a poem or two behind to mark
his trail. He claims ownership of a
poetry blog: amagicalmistake.blogspot.
com. His first poetry collection, Go
On, Breathe Freely, is now out from
Chatter House Press.
John Repp lives near Presque Isle Bay
in Erie, Pennsylvania.
Jen Sage-Robison is a feminist and
proud mom of two LGBTQ kids. She is
active in the disability rights community
and leads Amherst Writers and Artists
workshops at Westport Writers
Workshop. Her poems have appeared in
Panoply and Gyroscope Review.
Ben Rosenthal graduated from
Columbia University with an MFA in
fiction. He has been a resident at the
MacDowell Colony and Ucross.
A senior at Susquehanna University,
Dylan Scillia is studying early
childhood education. While
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photography has nothing to do with
his major, it is one of his passions,
and he tries and indulges in it as often
as possible. It is his dream to one day
teach in middle schools about the basics
of photography, to hopefully open
students’ eyes to artistic possibilities.
A recent graduate of Washington
College, Olivia Serio currently resides
in Washington, DC, where she works as
an executive assistant.
Marvin Shackelford is the author
of the collections Endless Building
(poems, Urban Farmhouse Press)
and Tall Tales from the Ladies’
Auxiliary (stories, forthcoming from
Alternating Current). His work has
appeared or is forthcoming in Kenyon
Review, Southern Humanities Review,
Recommended Reading, and elsewhere.
He resides in Middle Tennessee,
earning a living in agriculture.
Lebanon, Oregon resident Danny Earl
Simmons’s poems have appeared in
a variety of journals such as Pedestal
Magazine, Main Street Rag, Chiron
Review, IthacaLit, and San Pedro
River Review. He is the author of a
poetry chapbook entitled The Allness of
Everything (Maverick Duck Press).
Katie Simpson is a writer and
photographer based in San Francisco. Her
work has been featured in Tinderbox, The
Brooklyn Magazine, and The Hairpin.
She loves pop music and movie trailers.
Twitter: @honest_creative.
Morgan Stephenson is a freelance
photographer living, working, and
studying in Bloomington, Indiana. She
is currently a candidate for a Master

of Fine Arts focusing in photography
at Indiana University and recently
received a Bachelor of Fine Arts in
photography at Memphis College
of Art in Memphis, Tennessee. She
enjoys creating work that investigates
her familial relations through the
concepts of memory, comfort, and
emotion. She reexamines memories
and emotions through archival imagery,
familial heirlooms, textiles, color,
and pattern. The body of work also
explores the illusion of control utilizing
photography, digital manipulation,
and printmaking techniques such as
silkscreen and relief printing.
Carol Stewart is a mother and
grandmother living in the Scottish
Borders. A former freelance editor, she
has recently ventured into the world of
poetry, and her first accepted work was
published in 404 Ink.
A poet and a teacher, Teresa Sutton
taught at Marist College for ten years
and teaches high school English. She
lives in Poughkeepsie, NY, and has
two grown children. She has published
three chapbooks, including Breaking
Newton’s Laws; one poem in the
collection, “Dementia,” was nominated
for the 2017 Pushcart Prize.
Troy Taylor is an emerging poet
exploring how poetry speaks on the
page, in audio, and in video. He has
poems in The Santa Clara Review,
Zone 3, and Four Chambers.
Sugar Tobey, born in Coney Island,
Brooklyn, received a degree from the
School of Visual Art in Manhattan.
Now lives in NYC above a pizza parlor.
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Emily Townsend is a graduate student
in English at Stephen F. Austin State
University. Her works have appeared or
are forthcoming in Superstition Review,
Cream City Review, Thoughtful Dog,
Noble / Gas Qtrly, Santa Clara Review,
cahoodaloodaling, Watershed Review,
The Coachella Review, Coil, and others. A
2017 AWP Intro Journals Award nominee,
she is currently working on a collection
of essays in Nacogdoches, Texas.
Clara Trippe is a senior English major
at Grinnell College. Her work has been
published in Grinnell Underground
Magazine, Grinnell Press, and High
Gloss Magazine. She grew up in Northern
Michigan and currently resides in Iowa.
Drake Truber’s sketches are recognized
for their emotional energy and narrative
qualities. The Rochester Contemporary
Art Center, Fort Wayne Museum of
Art, and the National Department of
Education have exhibited Truber’s work.
He is currently contracted to illustrate
his second children’s book. He enjoys
attending various art workshops and has
done some teaching. Truber is currently
studying entertainment and fine art
illustration at Art Center College of
Design in Pasadena, California. He also

takes interests in history, metaphysics,
public speaking, and writing.
Instagram: @drake.truber.com.
www.draketruber.com
After a lifetime of work in Detroit,
Michigan, Anca Vlasopolos now
lives on Cape Cod. She published
the award-winning novel The New
Bedford Samurai; the award-winning
memoir No Return Address: A Memoir
of Displacement; three collections of
poems: Cartographies of Scale (and
Wing), Walking Toward Solstice, and
Penguins in a Warming World; three
poetry chapbooks; a detective novel,
Missing Members; and over two
hundred poems and short stories. She
was nominated several times for the
Pushcart Award in poetry and fiction.
Tom Whalen’s books include The
President in Her Towers, Elongated
Figures, Winter Coat, Dolls, and a
translation of Robert Walser’s Girlfriends,
Ghosts, and Other Stories. His fiction,
poetry, essays, and translations have
appeared in Agni, Bookforum, Film
Quarterly, Georgia Review, Harper’s
(online), Literary Review, Missouri
Review, The Paris Review, and other
journals. He lives in Stuttgart, Germany.
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